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Hong Kong has faced the problems of rapid growth in the money
supply and persistently high inflation rates in recent years. Concerning
the effectiveness of monetary policy, I am going to test two hypotheses.
The first one is the Gurley-Shaw proposition and the second one is the
temporal stability of assets demand functions.
In estimating assets demand functions, the conventional log-linear
equation is employed. Further, the special features of Hong Kong as an
open and developing city-state are considered. Among the liquid assets,
savings deposits are found. to be complements to currency and demand
deposits. Time deposits, which are good substitutes for savings deposits,
cannot be concluded as close substitutes for currency and demand deposits.
The results are further supported by employing two other approaches, the.
estimation of the' elasticity of substitution and the application of the
weighted monetary aggregates, to study their substitution relationship.
Moreover, the impact of foreign interest rates on domestic assets demand
is much less than expected. These lead us to reject the Curley--Shaw
hypothesis.
With regard-to the temporal stability of the assets demand functions,
the demand for currency and savings deposits are found to be unstable
while the demand for demand deposits and time deposits are statistically
stable. This creates problems for the monetary authority in choosing
the appropriate monetary aggregates in the formulation and implementation
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In the past decade, Hong Kong has been developing rapidly into
a regional financial centre in the Asian-Pacific region. Consequently,
the financial market has become more sophisticated and complex with
growing innovation. Apart from the banking industry, the Hong Kong
commercial banking system is also strongly supplemented by a large
number of deposit-taking companies which consist of merchant banks
and finance companies. Since 1970, 360 registered deposit-taking
companies have been established. 1 As comparing to the fifty-five
newly licensed banks during the same period,L it indicates the rapid
development of deposit-taking companies. Moreover, there are ninety-
four representative offices of foreign banks newly established in
Hong Kong from 1970 to-March 1.981.3 Inevitably the entry of these
new deposit-taking companies incurs keen competition amongst themselves
and with commercial banks.
1 The figure is obtained from the Commissioner of Deposit-Taking
Companies as of August 1982.
2As of August 1982, there are totally 128 licensed banks in Hong
Kong. It should be noted that a moratorium on issuing new bank license
was imposed.in 1966 and it was relaxed in March 1978. However, the
moratorium was re-imposed in August 1979 and relaxed later in. May 1981.
The figure is obtained from the Commissioner of Banking.
2The competition between deposit-taking companies and commercial.
anks drives the latter, for preservation of their income level, to
pursue diversification in business activities.4 Loose credit policy
is one of the. results of their keen competition, which leads to a. rise
in the liquidity of the economy. This situation, together with the
ineffective credit control by the authority, incurs credit explosion
and hence rapid growth in the money supply. In fact, the credit balances
of Hong Kong commercial banks increase tremendously from 1969 to 1980.
During that period, loans and advances rise from HK$7,884 million to
HK$124,403 million. Besides, from the above figures, it is interesting
to note that the relative share of offshore loans to total. credits
increases from 2.59% to 23.66%. Regarding the growth of the money
supply, M16 increases from HK$9,589 million to HK$30,481 million7
during the period 1974 to 19808 with an average growth rate of 21.26%.
4Although the business activities of many deposit-,taking companies
(DTCs), especially merchant banks, are confined to wholesale banking,
many small finance companies, however, can still compete with commercial
banks in retail banking services. Therefore, in order to escape from
the confine of interest agreement, many commercial banks establish
DTCs for absorbing deposits and to compete with other DTCs.
5The year 1969 is chosen since Hong Kong as a regional financial
centre can be traced back to no earlier than that year. For reference,
see David K.P. Li, "Hong Kong as a Financial Centre," Stanford Research
Institute, February 1979.
6M1 is defined as the-summation of currency and demand deposits.
7Due to the inconsistency of published money series, the figures
are adjusted so as to form a consistent series from 1974 to 1980.
8The period 1974 to 1980 is consistent to the sample period I
employed in this thesis. The period is chosen for the believe.that
this is probably the most reliable money series which has been
adjusted.
3For M29, the figures are 11K$33,,303 million and HK$120, 255 million
respectively for 1974 and 1980 with an average growth rate of 23.86%.
The persistently high inflation rates in recent years are claimed
to be sustained by the rapid growth of the money supply. In fact., we
have.. double-digit inflation rates since 1979. Therefore some people
may provoke that a central bank should be established in order to have
a firm control over monetary affairs in Hong Kong.10 Nevertheless,
the intention of the Hong Kong Government to control the money supply
and credit creation has been revealed. The Governor addressed in the
opening session of the Legislation Council on October 7, 1.981,
"........ another factor which is adding pressure to inflation,
or at least is accommodating it, and is weakening the Hong Kong
dollar, is the rapid growth rate of the money supply which in.
turn is largely the result of excessive credit growth. So
obviously we have been giving serious. thought to whether or not
the growth of the money supply should be contained, and if so,
how it might be done, particularly without putting further
pressure on our industry which remains the backbone of our
economy. This limits the use that can. be made of :interest
"ll
rates.
9By definition, M2 is the sum of Ml, savings deposits and time
nosits with banks.
10A central bank may control the money supply with various degree
of certainty. Moreover, with the provision of short-term government
securities, it may create a viable secondary market or discount market
which may help controlling the money stock outstanding.
11,iurray MacLehose, The Opening Session of the Legislative Council:
7 October 1981, Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1981.
4And, the intention of government intervention is, further detailed by
the Financial Secretary,
Although the maintenance of a high growth rate of the GDP is
clearly desirable, the present level of inflation is equally
clearly. undesirable. Since the economy is adjusting to correct
this situation only slowly, this has led to demands that the
government should take more effective steps to control the rate
of credit creation......... The economic problems that confront
us' are essentially as follows. Firstly, we need to abate
inflation. Success in this may, I repeat may, require a degree
12
of control` of credit creation.
Obviously these may serve.to disclose the willingness of the Government
to pull down inflation and control the money supply in Hong Kong.
The intention to control the money supply implies the inclination
to formulate and conduct monetary policy by the authority. Immediately
.it involves the problem of the effectiveness. of monetary policy. In
Hong Kong--'while altering the interest rate level may have effect only
on the demand for money and while the money market 'intervention by the
authority may have some effect on the money supply, the success'of,
implementing both these policies in affecting the liquidity of the
economy is still doubtful.
12 Speech by The Hon. John Bremridge, Financial Secretary, to
the Hong Kong Economic Association on September 11, 1981.
5A critical issue concerning the effectiveness of monetary policy
is raised by Gurley and Shaw. 13 Their works mainly discuss the
effectiveness of monetary policy in a world, full of complicated
financial intermediaries. Specifically, they consider the substitut-
ability between liabilities of various financial institutions and
money. They base their analysis on an untested hypothesis that
alternative liquid assets are close substitutes for money which, in
turn, will reduce the effectiveness of the monetary policy. In short,
if various assets are close substitutes for money, the demand for
money will depend largely on changes in the rates of return on these
assets. The monetary authority would find it difficult, if not
impossible, to reduce the liquidity of the economy by tighting up the
money supply and thus the effect of monetary control will be impaired.
.However., the degree of substitutability between money and other liquid
a.s -ets is essentially an empirical issue.
Moreover, the existence of a stable money demand function is very
.important, to the implementation of an` of fective monetary policy. In
discussing the effect of monetary policy, two different approaches,
namely the credit approach and the monetary approach, can be applied.14
Nevertheless, the validity of both the approaches bases on an implicit
fundamental assumption that the money demand function is a stable
13John Gurley and Edward Shaw, Financial Intermediaries and the
Saving-Investment Process, Journal of Finance 11 (1956): 257--76
Money in a Theory of Finance (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings
Institution, 1960).
14The comparison between the two approaches will. be discussed
in detail in Chapter II.
6function such that the quantity demanded for money is predictable. In
other words, the temporal stability of the money demand function is
crucial for an effective monetary policy.
In order to ascertain whether monetary policy would be effective
in Hong Kong, I will focus, in this thesis, on testing the validity of
the two hypotheses stated above. First, various liquid assets are not
close substitutes for money and, second, the money demand function is
temporally stable and hence predictable.
Following the Keynesian tradition, money is regarded as a form
of liquid asset which may perform as a store of value.. Throughout the
study, money is decomposed into its liquid. assets component for analysis.
Due to data limitations, only four liquid assets, namely, the currency,
demand deposits, savings deposits, and time deposits with commercial
banks are included in the study. In order to study the substitutability
among various liquid assets, we have to estimate the demand function
for different assets and the conventional cross interest elasticities
approach is adopted. In chapter II, a brief review of money demand
theories is presented. Also, the issues concerning the Gurley-Shaw
proposition and temporal stability will be discussed. In chapter III,
the traditional money demand function will be specified and the modi-
fication of the demand function in the light of the special feature
of Hong Kong as an.open and developing city state will be presented.
Chapter IV presents the estimation results and discusses the substitu-
tability between. alternative assets. The temporal stability of various
assets demand functions will be explored in chapter V. In chapter VI,
7two alternative approaches will be applied to study the substitution
relationship between money and other liquid assets. And, finally,




As noted in chapter one, I am going to pursue two relevant issues.
The first one involves the estimation of asset demand functions and the
second is the stability of these functions which have strong implica-
tions for an effective monetary policy. The literature will then be
surveyed along this line. Besides, the special feature of Hong Kong
as an open economy and.a developing city state will also be considered.
I, The Theories of the Demand for Morsel
There is a common consent in the theory of money that the demand
for money is a function of income and interest rates. However, the
evolution of such a theory has a long history.
The Quantity Theory of the classical school can be said to be
the earliest theory of money. Its essence is depicted in the equation
2
of exchange formulated by Irving Fisher as:
MV = PT (2.1)
where M is the money supply of the economy, V is the velocity of the
1Following the Keynesian view, money is an asset. To detect the
demand for money is equivalent to examine the demand for assets.
2
Irving Fisher,The Purchasing Power of Money (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1911).
9circulation of money representing the average turnover rate of money,
P is the general price level and T denotes the volume of transactions
in the economy.
As many classical economists, Fisher believes that money is
nothing more than a medium of exchange. People require money to bridge
the gap between the receipts of income and expenditure. As shown in
equation (2.1), .3 the. (MV) corresponds to the transfer of money and the
(PT) corresponds to. the transfer of goods.. This illustrating the basic
value of money lies in the domain of exchange.
Since an increase in the money stock would not change the value
of V and T4, Fisher concluded that ''the normal effects of an increase
in the quantity of money is an exactly proportional increase in the
5
general level of prices,.
The major characteristics of the Quantity Theory rest in its
recognition that money is demanded in order to fulfill the transactional
requirements. While the trade volume is assumed to be proportional to
the incohle level., the demand for money is simply a function of the
3Actually equation (2.1) is an identity.
4It should be noted that Fisher did not mean to imply both V and
T were constant. However, they are not likely to be responsive to
changes in money stock. The velocity of circulation, V, is viewed as
an institutional determined factor influenced by such things as the
payment pattern, the extend of the use of credit and communication
that would affect the time required to make a payment,, whereas the
trade volume, T, would be determined by factors such as the supply of
resources and the technological condition.
5
r isher' The Purchasing Power of Money p. 157
10
income level, and this is well manifested by the Cambridge economists
especially Alfred Marshall 6 and A. C. Pigou. 7
Pigou directly replaces T with the income level, Y, and specifies
a model of the. demand for money, Md, as:
(2.2)
where k, which numerically equals to the reciprocal of V, indicates
that money demand is a function of income. Because of the opportunity
cost of holding money,. which is the interest income forgone, individuals
are willing to give up some of the convenience8 in exchange for some
interest-earning assets. Thus the Cambridge equation recognizes that
the interest rate may affect the velocity, V, and in turn the coefficient,
k, which then may have influence on the demand for money. This is in
contrast to the Fisherian equation (2.1) which assumes the market
interest rate plays.no role in the money demand, and V is stable in
the short run.
The Keynes1 theory of the Liquidity, Preference denotes a revo-
luttion on the monetary theory. Unlike the classical quantity theorists,
Keynes believes that the value of money is not just for exchange but
also for store of value because money posseses a crucial characteristic
liquidity. in fact, he views money as an asset which can serve
as an alternative to interest-bearing bonds.
6Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics 8th ed. (London:
Macmillan,, 1938).
7A.C. Pigou, "The Value of Money,"The Quarterly Journal of
Economics' 32 (1917):38-65.
8The Cambridge economists also regard money as a medium of




Explicitly incorporating the level of interest rate, r, the
Keynesian demand function for money is:
(2.3)
In his General Theory,9 Keynes distinguishes three different motives
for li.quidity.preference that people hold money. Individuals and
business firms need cash to bridge the gap between income receipts and
expenditure. This is the transaction demand for money. Besides, the
desire of people to cover sudden expenditure and unforeseen opportunities
of profitable purchases also drives people to demand cash and this is
the precautionary motive for holding money. Keynes simply regards
both the transaction and the precautionary demand for money are a
function of the level of income, whereas the speculative demand for
money, stated below, is an inverse function of interest rate.
Keynes. assumes people hold two forms of assets: money and bonds,
and individuals expect a stable level of interest rate. If the market
interest rate is lower than what one expects, one will foresee a
capital loss in the future by holding bonds now. So, a rational person
would hold money instead of bonds. Therefore, within the Keynes' frame-
work, it is possible for an individual's asset portfolio to consist of
either all money or all bonds. As the market interest rate falls, a
successively greater number of people feel that this rate is sufficiently
below their expected rate and hence holding all of their speculative
portfolio in the form of money. Thus the dispersion of individuals'
expected interest rate level produces a smooth speculative demand for
money schedule.
9John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money (London: Macmillan, 1936).
Md = Md (Y,r).
12
In addition, Keynes claims that if the market interest rate is
sufficiently low that a, slight decrease in interest rate will drive all
individuals to hold all of their asset portfolio in money, the money
demand function will then be infinitely interest elastic. This is the
situation of "liquidity trap", which will make monetary policy com-
pletely ineffective.
Nevertheless, Keynes' framework of liquidity preference is subject
to certain weaknesses. One is the assumption that individuals should
ve different expected interest rate level which, however, leads to
an unstable money demand function, and the other is the unrealistic
Ptwo-asset framework: all money or all bonds which have led to the
emergence of alternative theories.
A major contribution of the post-Keynesian demand for money
theory is that it incorporates the interest rate into the money demand
function explicitly without specific association with the speculative
demand for money as the Keynes' formulation. This approach is known
as the inventory model developed by Baumol 10 and Tobin.11
The inventory approach assumes that money is held as a medium of
exchange. Individuals try to minimize the cost of his asset inventory
by holding a proper proportion between money and interest-earning assets.
One will convert a certain amount of financial assets in hand into money
for transaction needs during a certain period of time. Thus the cost
incurred will be the interest earnings forgone by holding money and
10 William Baumol, The Transactions Demand for Cash: An Invent
Theoretic Approach,Quarterly Journal of Economics 66 (1952):545-56.
11James Tobin, -!'The Interest Elasticity of the Transactions Demand
for Cash," Review of Economics and Statistics 38 (1956):241-7.
13
the brokerage cost of conversion. As the former cost reflects the
opportunity cost of holding money, money demand is then formulated as
an inverse function of interest rate as well. as a simple function of
income.
The inventory approach introduces the interest variable into the
money demand function without resorting to the Keynesian assumption on
expected capital. gain or loss. This is especially important because
in modern economies. there are various interest-bearing assets, such as
savings deposits, which are not sensitive to capital gain or loss.
Another theory called the portfolio approach which also provides
sophisticated explanation for the interest variable in the money
12
demand function is produced by James Tobin.
Taking money as a store of value, the fundamental framework of
the portfolio approach analyzes how an investor allocates his financial
wealth among alternative assets and a risk-free asset money. A
risk averter will only accept a higher level of risk in return for
a higher ,expected earnings as he regards expected earnings as good
and risk as bad. The quantity demanded for money. is then inversely
related to the level of market interest rate.13 However, there exists-,
many interest earning assets in the financial market, such as time
deposits, which are risk-less. An optimal. portfolio would imply no
money is demanded and this is why the Keynesians seldom employ the
portfolio approach to explain the demand for money.
12James Tobin, Liquidity Preference as Behavior Toward Risk,
Review of Economic Studies 25 (1958):65-86.
13
This relationship rests on the assumption that the substitution
effect of bond prices increase dominates the correspondent income effect.
For a detailed discussion, see Tobin, Liquidity Preference as....
While the Keynesian theory of money becomes the orthodoxy, Milton
14
Friedman develops a modern quantity theory. Like the earlier quantity-
theorists, Friedman insists that the money demand function is the most
stable macroeconomic relation. He specifies the functional form of
15
the money demand as :
(2.4)
where r , r, , and r denote the expected nominal rate of return on
money, bonds, and equities, respectively. denotes the expected
rate of change on price index which measures the changes in the real
value of that return as the general price level changes, w represents
the ratio of non-human to human wealth. As human wealth is viewed as
illiquid, people with a lower value of w, that is, with a larger fraction
of his wealth in a human form, will be expected to desire a higher level
16
of money balance. Y denotes the real income level.
From the functional form of money, equation (2.4), it can easily
be noted that money is held as an asset by individuals. In reality,
a'
there exists a lot of various assets in society. In order to have a
•• i.orough understanding of the transmission mechanism of the economy,
one should examine the demand functions for all assets. However,
i •
N
Friedman suggests that it is enough to detect only the demand for money
function because it is the most, stable function. The financial market
should be analyzed as if it consists only two markets the money
14
Milton Friedman, The Quantity Theory of Money-A Restatement,
in Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money, Milton Friedman, ed.
iT.hi rflpn : ITrn'vprsi fv nf thi rapn Ptprr. IPSA)
1 A Theoretical Framework for Monetarv Anal vanc 'J y 1 X liiCJj_V-.LUC.UJ. J. .1_ CXllitt-VV J_ tV J_ kV -L
Journal of Political Economy 78 (1970):193-238
16
In many other papers, Friedman always defines Y as the permanen
income which acts as a nroxy of wealth.
market and other assets market. Once the behavior of the money market
is understood, we can trace its effects upon other assets market. Thus,
in Friedman's framework, a stable money demand function is crucial.
In addition, Friedman attacks the cheap money policy proposed by
Keynesian economists simply because the monetary policy cannot peg
17
interest rate for a longer period in the presence of price expectation.
While the interest rate has been reduced temporarily by the monetary
expansion, individuals may form expectation toward price level. There¬
fore, borrowers will then be willing to pay and lenders will then
1 8
demand higher interest rates and eventually restores the level, of
r
interest rate. Thus money will do nothing on real activities as the
conclusion drawn by the quantity theory.
The Friedman's money demand function resembles the Cambridge
equation. In fact, the equation (2.4) can be reformulated as:
(2.5)
While i can be equated with k in equation
(2.2), Friedman claims that he follows the tradition of the quantity
theory which he defends and which has been critically assailed by Keynes
and his followers.
Is Friedman a quantity theorist? This is an interesting issue.
Friedman is successful in reconciling his money demand function with
the quantity theory, via the reinterpretation on the functional
17
Milton Friedman, The Role of Monetary Policy, American




relationship of k as stated.19 This follows the reasoning of earlier
quantity theorists who believed k is not a constant. However, whether
those quantity theorists presume k is a stable function. of limited
variables as Friedman does is still a controversial issue. Like
Keynes,-Friedman also presumes the money stock as an asset. While
the Keynes' money demand function is solely a function of the level
of interest rate and income, Friedman generalizes it to a function of
various rates of return, real income and price expectation. In
equation (2.4), using the Keynesian terminology, the functional com-
ponent of Y can be regarded as the transaction demand and the pre-
cautionary demand for money. Similarily, the components of price
expectation and various rates of return correspond to the speculative
demand for money. Moreover, its crucial component, price expectation,
can be said to be a sophisticated version of the liquidity preference
due to speculative demand in Keynes' money theory.
2. Theoretical and Empirical Evidences of the Gurley-Shaw Hypothesis
The rapid development of various financial institutions during
the post-war period, of which banks are only one of them, catches the
attention of many economists such as Gurley and Shaw. These institu-
tions issue a wide range of secondary securities that may serve as
substitutes for money. This deeply affects the transmission mechanism
of monetary policy.
19 Friedman, A Theoretical Framework." p. 10.
17
In shorty Curley and. Shaw consider the role of money in a complex
financial struct.ure.20 The growth of financial, institutions, particu-
larly non-bank financial institutions, has important implications for
monetary theory. Gurley and Shaw state an untested hypothesis that
the emergence of financial intermediaries, which offer various indirect
assets' including time deposits at banks, has an adverse effect upon
monetary policy because these indirect assets may be close substitutes
for money.,So that their growth would in effect reduce the demand for
money. To elaborate, suppose the authority tries to reduce money stock
and raises the interest rate. At a higher interest rate level, the
demand for money and for secondary securities is lower. But, at their
present deposit rates of those uncontrolled nonmonetary financial
intermediaries,. there exists an excess supply of indirect assets.
This leads to a rise in their deposit rates which, in turn, increases
the demand for the indirect assets and reduces the real demand for
money of individuals. The short-run effect of this reduction is to
lower the level of interest rate below what it would be.
As Harry G. Johnson points out,21 the most important issue raised
by Gurley and Shaw is whether the liabilities of various financial
intermediaries are close substitutes for money. That is, whether the
20John Gurley and Edward Shaw, Financial Intermediaries and the
Saving-Investment Process, Journal of Finance 11 (1956):257-76.
Money in a Theory of Finance (Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 1960.)
21 Harry G. Johnson, Monetary Theory and Policy, American
Economic Review 52 (3: 1962):335-84.
18
growth of financial. intermediaries substantially increases the interest
elasticity of the demand for money.
With regard to the degree of substitutability among liquid assets,
economists have provided many statistical analyses. The most commonly
used method to measure substitutability among assets is to estimate
their cross elasticities of interest rates. However, there appears to
be little agreement upon how large a cross-elasticity estimate is large
enough to justify a close substitutability. Traditional price theory
uses unity as a demarcation between elastic and inelastic. But, it
cannot directly be applied in the issue of liquid assets. As asserted
by Friedman and Schwartz, the relevant concept is not a statistical-
significance but an-economic significance. 22 The issue of how large
is large may not have a simple answer. Perhaps, as far as the
efficiency of the monetary policy is concerned, the stability or the
predictability of the substitution relation may be more important
than the absolute value of the estimated cross-elasticities.
For the U.S. case, Irwin Friend investigates the effect of mone-
tary policy on financial intermediaries and capital market by estimating
the degree of substitutability between money (narrowly defined) and the
liabilities of financial intermediaries. 23 He regresses the idle
balance of money against interest rates on bank time deposits, savings
institutions liabilities, and Treasury Bill over the period I/1952-IV/1959.
22Milton Friedman and Anna J. Schwartz, Monetary Statistics in
the United States: Estimation, Sources, Methods (New York: National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1970.)
23lrwin Friend, The Effects of Monetary Policies on Nonmonetary
Financial Institutions and Capital Markets, in Private Capital Market
Prepared for the Commission on Money Credit. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1964) pp. 1-172.
19
Although he did not report his results in the form of cross-elasticity,
Friend concluded that the effect on demand deposits of changes in
24
interest rates on other deposits do not appear to be very marked.
As computed by Feige and Pearce,25 Friend's implied interest-elasticities
are relatively small with mean estimates of about -0.1.
Tong Hun Lee concludes that the liabilities of financial institu-
tions are close substitutes for money, giving strong support to the
Gurley-Shaw hypothesis.26 Lee estimates the demand for per capita real
cash balances and employs the interest rate differentials as independent
variables. In fact Lee 'considers the cross-elasticity in the range of
-0.4 to -0.6 as indications of close substitution.
Feige tries to replicate Lee's results by employing levels of
interest rates instead of rates differentials.27 He finds that Lee's
use of interest rate differentials is not supported by the data and
the unrestricted cross-elasticities with respect to savings and loan
shares are in a lower, range of -0.1 to -0.3.
,.Hazilburger also uses interest rate level and finds lower elasticities
than Lee does.28 He reported that the cross-elasticities with respect to
24 Ibid.. P. 51
25Edgar L. Feige and Douglas K. Pearce, The Substitutability of
Money and Near-Monies:-A Survey of the Time-Series Evidence, Journal
of Economic Literature 15 (1977):439-69.
26'Tong Hun Lee, Substitutability of Non-Bank Intermediary Liabili-
ties for Money: The Empirical Evidence, Journal of Finance 21 (1966):441.-57.
"Alternative Interest Rates and the Demand for Money:
The Empirical" Evidence, "American Economic Review 57 (5: 1967):1168--81.
27Edgar L. Feige, "Alternative Interest Rates and the Demand for
Mo.ey," unpublished comment summarized in Monetary Statistics of the
United States: Estimates, Sources, Methods by Milton Friedman and Anna
J. Schwartz.
28
M.J. Hamburger, Alternative Interest Rates and the Demand for
Money: Comment, American Economic Review 59 (3: 1969):407-12.
savings and loan rates were around -0.2 and thus concluded that there
is little evidence the savings and loan shares are closer substitutes
29
for monev than other assets,
30
Later, Lee reestimates his model by using the interest rate level.
Although lower cross-elasticities are obtained as Feige and Hamburger,
he sustains the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis by interpreting that the range
of -0.2 to -0.5 should be regarded as close substitutability.
Unlike the above surveyed studies which use time-series data,
Feige conducts another study by using cross-section data for a period
31
of ten years (1949-1959), He also finds similar results as in time-
series data obtained by Hamburger,
Another group of studies pursuing the issue of substitutability
among assets involves the estimation of money equation as part of a
32
larger model of financial sector. As the findings of De Leeuw,
33 3
Goldfeld,~~ and Silber ' they all discover that the interest elasticities
29Ibid., p. 407.
30
Tong Hun Lee, Alternative Interest Rates and the Demand for
Money: Reply, American Economic Review 59 (3:1969):412-18.
31
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W.L. Silber, Portfolio Behavior of Financial Institutions
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970).
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of demand deposits with respect to near-money rates are in a low level
range from -0.1 to -0.2.
Perhaps the most fruitful and informative study of the demand for
money is the one conducted by Goldfeld.35 By using only one set of data,
Goldfeld systematically explores the money demand function under different
forms of.specifications. Upon the issue of substitutability he discovers
that over a wide range of specifications, the cross-elasticities with
respect to interest rates on time deposits are in the lower range of
-0.15. to -0.20. If income is replaced by wealth as the explanatory
variable, the estimated cross-elasticities will be approximately doubled.
However, Goldfeld concludes that using income will be more appropriate
than using wealth after evaluating the post-sample predictive power of
both specifications.
With regard to the issue of substitutability, Chetty has proposed
another method to determine the substitutability among liquid assets.36
Chetty supposes that the curvature of the indifference curve between
money and. other financial assets is an appropriate measure of the degree
of substitutability. By assuming a constant elasticity of substitution
( S) utility function, he proceeds to obtain the Hicks-Allen partial
elasticity of substitution by maximizing the CES utility function sub-
ject to a two-period budget constraint. Similar to Lee., Chetty reports
large elasticities of substitution between money and time deposits,
savings and loan shares, and mutual savings deposits. This leads him
35Stephen M. Goldfeld, The Demand for Money Revisited,"
Broodings Papers on Economic Activities (3:1973):577-638.
36V.K. Chetty, On Measuring the Nearness of Near-Moneys,
American Economic Review 59 (3: 1969):270-81.
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to conclude that all three assets are close substitutes for money,
thus providing empirical evidence for the Gurley and Shaw hypothesis."37
3. Issues Concerning the Stability of the Mom Demand Function
Policy, makers and economists have long been very interested in the
problem of the temporal stability of money demand function because a
stable money demand function is important to the implementation of an
effective monetary policy. In discussing the effect of monetary policy,
there are two different approaches, the credit approach and the monetary
approach, as distinguished by Friedman and Meiselman.38
The credit approach, or income approach, is closely associated
with the Keynesian liquidity theory of preference. It emphasizes on
the income change induced by the flow change of investment expenditure,
through the multiplier mechanism, whereas the latter is the result of
variation in the interest rate level caused by the money supply alter-
ation. On the other hand, the monetary approach, or known as the port-
folio approach, pays attention to the entire spectrum of interest rates
that would be changed .by altering the money supply. This would change
the expenditure pattern on the whole range of commodities rather than
on investment expenditure alone as suggested by the income approach.
Regardless of their popularity, the validity of both the income
approach and the monetary approach based on an implicit fundamental
assumption that the money demand function is a stable function such
37Ibid., p. 278.
38Milton Friedman and David Meiselman, The Stability of Monetary
Velocity and the Investment Multiplier in the United States, 1897-1958,
in Commission'on Money and Credit, Stabilization Policies (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963).
that the quantity demanded for money is predictable. To elaborate,
starting from an equilibrium between actual demand and desired demand,
an increase in the money supply, as postulated by the income approach,
would reduce the interest rate to a lower level in the absence of
liquidity trap. This presumably would incur an increase in the flow
of investment expenditure and in turn the national income through the
multiplier effect. Only if the parameters are stable, can we have a
reliable prediction on the change in the level of interest rate and,
together with the known interest elasticity of investment and the
multiplier, its effect on national income. On the other hand, as
postulated by the monetary approach, an increase in the money supply
gi -es incentive to individuals to get rid of their excess money balancesi
! !
by readjusting their asset portfolio on hands. This can be accomplishediI
j -
'by purchasing other financial assets or consumption. While an individual
can readjust his portfolio, the community as a whole cannot and this
%
must lead to a rise in price level which reduces the excess real money
balance on hand. Whereas an increase in the real income would help toV
eliminate the excess money supply, the equilibrium would eventually
be restored. However, if the money demand function is unstable, no
certain outcome can be predicted by the authority and the effort to
create excess money supply would be uncertain. So, the stability of
money demand function is crucial for an effective monetary policy.
Economists have provided abundant statistical evidences on the
stability of money demand relationship in the United States. From the
period prior to mid-1970s, a stable money demand function is supported
over a wide range of specifications and estimation techniques such as
39 40
the studies conducted by Laumas and Mehra, and Goldfeld. However,
the notion of a stable money demand function is found to have broken
down around 1973 as noted by two separate studies of Enzler, Johnson,
- and Paulas; and Goldfeld, which leads to an interesting discussion
about the issue of stability.
Being discontented with the works of Enzler, Johnson, Paulus
and Goldfeld for not including long-term rates, Hamburger reconstructs
a money demand equation which incorporates long-term government bond
43
yields and the common stock dividend-price ratio (as a proxy for wealth).
Moreover, he excludes real income as a separate independent variable
which constraints the long-run income elasticity to be unity. His
findings reveal that the long-term interest rate has a significant
effect on money demand and also his equation is well fitted with a
smaller post-sample predictive ability (in terms of the root-mean-
»
square error) relative to Goldfeld's equation.
To;;evaluate the Hamburger's findings, the Goldfeld' s specification
is reestimated by many economists. With the inclusion of a wealth
39
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a Puzzle? Journal of Monetary Economics 3 (1977):265-88.
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variable, Friedman finds an unstable relationship as Goldfeld does.
»
Laumas and Spencer use permanent income as the scale variable and receive
45
a worse result than that of Goldfeld in the post-sample prediction.
Furthermore, Hafer and Hein reestimate Hamburger's equation by adding
a short-term interest rate and discover that the short-term interest
rate has a significant impact on money demand whereas the long-term
i :' •r
rate does not have any significant effect. A. poorer post-sample fit
also results. In addition, Hafer and Hein relax the long-run income
elasticity constraint of Hamburger. They find that there is a sharp
decrease in the post-sample predictive power relative to the Hamburger's
original specification. Also their results suggest that the long-run
income elasticity is significantly less than unity which is similar to
46
the Goldfeld's estimate. The above findings indicate that the
improvement in Hamburger's results is due to the exclusion of the
short-term rate and the constraint in the income elasticity rather
than the inclusion of the wealth and th'e long-term rate variables.
Many economists, including Enzler, Johnson, Paulus, Goldfeld,
V
47
and Hamburger, employ dynamic forecasting procedures in their analyses
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of the stability of the money demand function. However., this procedure
is found to be statistically inefficient relative to the static fore-
casting procedure48 such that. some inferences drawn from the dynamic
forecasting of money. demand over the post-1973 period may be misleading.
Alternatively, Hafer and Hein employ the static forecasting procedure
together with the use of Chow test and reestimate the Goldfeld's
equation in the first-difference form. They discover that the money
demand function is stable over the entire sample period.49
Another approach to detect the temporal stability of money demand
relationship is recently developed also by Hafer and Hein.50 They
distinguish two types of shifting, intercept shift and slope shift.
After identifying the shifting points and incorporating the shift
variable 51 into the conventional specification of money. demand equation,
they find that the traditional money demand equation is subject to an
intercept shift that the change can be explained by some exogenous
variables without relying on changes of underlying economic relationships.
This leads them to suggest that the money demand function is more
stable than those found by previous researches.
48For detailed discussion, see Scott E. Hein, Dynamic Forecasting
and the Demand for. Money, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (June/July
1980):13-23.
49R.W. Hafer and Scott E. Hein, The Dynamics and Estimation of
Short-Run Money Demand, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (March 1980):
.16-35.
50 The Shift in Money Demand: What Really Happened?
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (February 1982):11-16.
51 T,he shift variables are in the form of dummy variables.
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4. HongKon as an Open abd Developing Economy.
Many economists have noted the significance of an open economy
in the money demand function specification. Hamburger uses the three-
month Eurodollar deposit rate to clarify the role of foreign interest
rates in the money demand function.52 Since the investors of an open
economy are more accessible to foreign assets than those of a close
economy, the substitution between domestic and foreign assets becomes
an important issue concerning the controllability of domestic money
supply. If they are close substitutes, the attempt to squeeze money
supply, which will cause a temporary increase in interest rates, may
induce an offsetting capital inflow and eventually will return the
money stock to its previous level. In addition, Arango and Nadiri53
suggest that the exchange rate expectations and the foreign interest
rates have similar effects on domestic interest rates and real money
demand. If foreign interest rates increase, investors will increase
their holding of foreign assets only at the expense of decreasing money
stock which, in turn, will bid up domestic interest rates. Expectation
on depreciation of the domestic currency will have similar effects.
Moreover, they concluded that when these international factors are
omitted, the empirical results point to significant misspecification
54
biases in the traditional demand function for real cash balances.
There is a related issue about the demand for money in developing
countries. Due to the limited array of financial assets and the
52 Michael J. Hamburger, "The Demand for Money in an Open Economy,"
Journal of Monetary'Economics 3 (1977):25-40.
53Sebastian Arango and M. Ishaq Nadiri, "Demand for Money in Open
Economies,"Journal'of Monetary Economics 7 (1981):69-83.
54Ibid., p. 70.
institutional pegging of interest rates in LDCs, the opportunity cost
of money holding is not the market interest rates but the expected
rate of inflation which reflects the risk, and uncertainty of the
55 56
default of repayment, Many economists, such as Fan and Liu,
57 58 59
Akhtar, Hynes, and Leaver, have found empirical evidences that
the money demand function in LDCs should more appropriately be defined
as a function of expected rate of inflation as well as income while
the impact of interest rates is insignificant. Along the same line of
studies, Wong examines the role of credit restraint which reflects the
60
availability of credit. He finds that the credit restraint variable
¥
has stronger explanatory power than the inflation rate in the money
demand function of LDCs..
In Hong Kong, few economists have attempted to incorporate these
factors into the estimation of money demand equation especially in the
spirit of treating Hong Kong as an open economy, Lin estimates the
mc rey demand function and discovers that only the level of income is
;
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significant, which depicts the' transaction motive of money holdings
r
in Hong Kong, Besides, he concludes that using real income as the
explanatory variable seems to be more appropriate than nominal income
and permanent income. With a lagged dependent variable. Ho finds
similar results that money and alternative financial assets are not
close substitutes with income elasticities for those assets lie within
the range of 0.08 to 3. .43 and with their respective interest elasticities
62
varying from -0,09 to -0.41. Although both Lin and Ho specify a
variable of price level in their equations, it only serves to test
whether there exists money illusion which implies the demand for money
is homogeneous of degree zero in prices. Furthermore, they have not
accounted for the role of foreign interest rates in the money demand
function of Hong Kong.
Another group of study which involves the estimation of money
equation as part of a larger econometric model also inherited the same
problems. The ERG forecasting model of The Chinese University of Hong
6 3
Kong ' disaggregates money into four different liquid assets and uses
their relative share in wealth as dependent variables. Hsueh and Chow
employ the first-difference specification to estimate the money demand
61
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function with money defined as M1.64 While both of the above two
models employ annual data in the estimation, Yik recently has developed
a quarterly macroeconometric model and finds that income elasticities
of various liquid assets lie between the range of 0.07 to 0.51.65 As
stated above, all these models do not: include foreign interest rates
or inflation expectations as an independent variable in their asset
demand equations. Moreover, these three models exclude short-term
nterest rates as explanatory variables. Nevertheless, investors may
now be.. more responsive to short-term interest 'rates due to financial
innovations and development in recent years. Perhaps it may be helpful
to have these variables included when studying the structural relation-
ships of the demand for liquid assets.
64T.T. Hsueh and-K.K. Chow, "A Dynamic Macroeconomic Model for
the Hong Kong Economy," Hong Kong Economic Paper 1982, forthcoming.
65 Y.M. Yik, "A Quarterly Macroeconometric Model of the Hong
Kong Economy," Unpublished M. Phil. thesis (The Chinese University
of Hong Kong, June 1982).
CHAPTER III
ESTIMATION OF ASSET DEMAND FUNCTIONS
As stated in the previous chapter, the functional relationships




where M denotes the demand for a particular asset, Y and r represent
the level of income and interest rate, respectively,
I
Following the work of Goldfeld, the demand for liquid assets is
generally defined as a positive function of the income level, own. interest
rate, and a negative function of interest rates on alternative assets.
Traditionally, the assets demand functions are estimated in the log-
linear form:
(3.2)
where Demand for asset j at period t.
Real income at period t.
Yield on domestic asset i (including own interest rate and
interest rates on alternative assets) at period t.
Disturbance term.







M.S. Goldfeld, The Demand for Money Pvevisited, Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity 3 (1973):577-638.
i1 Equation (3.2) is estimated in the log-linear form because it
_ i
can be easily observed that b and c s denote the income elasticity and
the interest elasticities on alternative assets, respectively. Further-
more, equation (3.2) is often estimated directly using annual data. It
represents a long-run equilibrium in which full adjustment between
actual and desired stock would complete within one year. So, no ad¬
justment process is specified in its formulation. However, due to
transaction costs and adjustment time, a more flexible specification
is needed to account for the short-run market disequilibrium, especially
when quarterly data are .employed in the estimation. Throughout the study,
the principle of stock adjustment is adopted to model the adjustment
behaviour. Two different versions of the stock adjustment model are
applied. They are. the real adjustment version and the nominal adjustment
version.
1. The Real-Adjustment Version
Suppose the desired real asset stock of an individual depends on
V
the same variables as those appeared in equation (3.2). That is
(3.3)
6
where m represents the desired (or long-run) real stock for any
particular asset at period t. Employing the most commonly used
adaptive adjustment behaviour, the real adjustment mechanism can be
formulated as:
(3.4)
where m , m , represent the actual real asset stock at the current and
t t-1
the last period respectively, a represents the coefficient of adjust¬
ment, that is, the speed of adjustment to bridge the gap between the
actual and the current desired stock, a is assumed to lie between zero
and one. Equation (3.4) can also be expressed as: -
Substituting equation (3.3) into equation (3.5) and rearranging, we
have:
fa
Equation (3.6) is the most common specification for quarterly asset
demand function. The adjustment coefficient, a, is derived from the
estimated coefficient on the lagged dependent variable, In The
coefficient of In y and In r. represent the estimated short-run income
y t it
elasticity and interest elasticities on.alternative assets, respectively.
Dividing these short-run elasticities by the adjustment coefficient,
,''7 v
the corresponding long-run income elasticity and interest elasticities
I : •
| can be obtained, that is, the value of b and cs« In particular,
| I x!
since the adjustment mechanism, as expressed in equation (3.4), is
I
defined in real term, equation (3.6) is labelled as the real-adjustment
version of the asset demand function.
There is a strong implication behind the real-adjustment hypothesis.
It presumes that an increase in price level, which leads to a decline
in the real value of nominal assets stock holding of last period, will
induce an immediate increase in nominal assets holding such that the
real value of nominal assets stock remains unchanged. However, the
change in asset balances due to a price level change may not occur
«
instantaneously. Therefore, the real-adjustment hypothesis is not
satisfactory because an adjustment lag due to price level change migb
2 3
exist. Goldfeld and White suggest the nominal-adjustment model as
an alternative adjustment mechanism,.
2. The Nominal-Adjustment Versioi
Similar to the real-adjustment version, the desired nominal asset
p
stock for any particular asset at period t, Mj', can be expressed as:
The above equation is actually identical to equation (3.3) by
noting that M - m . P + where P denotes the price level for period t.t t t t
The adaptive nominal adjustment mechanism implies:
(r R
where. M and M , represent the actual nominal asset stock at the current
~ t t-1
and the last period respectively. 3 represents the adjustment parameter
bearing the same meaning as a in the real-adjustment version.
Although the desired asset stock of individuals, as shown in
equation (3.7), depends on the same variables as in equation (3.3),
the adjustment behaviour is now based on nominal stock eauilibrium as
2
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Inflation, International Monetary Fund Staff Paper 25 (1978):564-607.
expressed in equation (3.8). People adjust their current actual stock,
according to their last period nominal stock and the current desired
nominal level. This behaviour forms the so called nominal adjustment
mechanism. Equation (3.8) can also be expressed as:
n Q
Substituting equation (3.7) into equation (3.9) and rearranging, the
nominal demand function for a particular asset: is:
(3.103
Alternatively we can express real asset balances in terms of other




The above equation can be labelled as the nominal adjustment version of
the asset demand function.
Comparing equations (3.6) and (3.11), it can easily be noted
that the only difference between the real-adjustment specification and
the. nominal-adjustment -specification of the asset demand function is
the formulation of the lagged dependent variable. In the real-adjustment
version, the lagged nominal stock is deflated by the lagged price level
whereas in the nominal-adjustment version, it is deflated
by the current price level. Therefore, based on the two different
adjustment hypotheses, two different sets of equations will be estimated
in the study. They are:
(3.12)
(3.13)
where A, B, C.'s and A, B, C.'s denote the aa, ab, ac.'s and the 3a, 3b,i x r
3c 's respectively. D and D represent (1-a) and (1-3) respectively,
and U , U are the disturbance terms. Besides, m. represents the demand
t : t 31
for a particular asset j at period t (j - 1,2, .... , n).
To test the substitutability between alternative assets, the con-
4
cept of gross substitute and gross complement is employed. In other
words, the degree of substitutability can be determined by the cross
elasticity of assets demand (m.) with respect to yields on alternative
1
assets (r.), i.e. the C.rs or C.'s.
x x x
Finally, it should be noted that.the speed of adjustment of the
demand for assets, which can be derived from the coefficient on the
V
laggecl dependent variable, has strong implications for the behaviour
of money market and its response to changes in monetary policy. Tucker
has demonstrated that the slower the speed of adjustment, the larger
the change in market interest rates needed to equilibrate the demand
and supply of assets in response to a given changes in monetary policy.
4
In the context of economic theories, two assets are defined as
substitutes if 3Qi3rj is negative or as complements if 3Qi3rj is
positive (Qi is the quantity demanded for asset i and rj is the interest
rate on asset j). Moreover, by assumption the 3Qj_3rj must be positive.
5
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That means the slower the speed of adjustment, the more rapid the
i
initial impact of a monetary policy on the level of interest rates
|and the income.
i • ••
'3• A Model for Open Economy
Th an open economy, investors are more accessible to foreign
assets which may be close substitutes for local assets. So, it is
necessary to include a foreign, asset interest rate variable in the
asset demand functions specified in equations (3.12) and (3.13):
(3.14)
(3.15)
where r represents the Eurodollar deposit rate. Similarly, Cf and C!
denote the short-run interest elasticities which respect to Eurodollar
«
deposits.
if he Eurodollar deposit rate is used as a proxy variable for the
return on foreign assets. If its coefficient is significantly different
from zero, we can conclude that foreign assets have a significant impact
on the demand for domestic assets. Moreover, if the coefficient is
positive (negative), foreign assets and domestic assets can be considered
as complements (substitutes).
4. An Extensive Model for Developing Economy
Dealing with the special feature of a developing economy, the
estimation procedures involve choosing an appropriate proxy variable
for inflation expectations. As stated in the previous chapter, the
opportunity cost of holding money in developing countries should be
measured more appropriately as the expected inflation rate. Economists
have tried several proxy variables for the inflation expectation such
6
as the past history of the rate of inflation, e.g. Wong, and the forward
7
premium (or discount) on foreign exchange, e.g. Frenkel.
Using past inflation rates as the proxy for expected future inflat¬
ion rate, equations (3.14) and (3.15) can be expressed as:
(3.16)
(3.17)
where In represents the past inflation rate, E and E denote
the short-run elasticities of the demand for asset m. with respect to
3
the inflation expectation.
On the other hand, economic theory tells us that the premium (or»
discount) on a forward contract for foreign exchange measures the
•
anticipated depreciation (or appreciation) of the domestic currency in
terms of foreign exchange. In equilibrium, the forward premium (or
discount) for foreign exchange should approximately equal to the interest
rate differential, that is:
(3.18.
.•
where F and S are the forward and spot exchange rates (i.e. the domestic
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currency price of foreign exchange) respectively, r and r represent
the domestic and foreign rate of interest on comparable assets with
the same maturity. That is the variations of the forward premium (or
discount) on foreign exchange, (F - S)S, can be viewed as a measure
of the.expected rate of inflation. Since the logarithm of a negative
value is undefined, the asset demand equations including forward
premium (or discount) as the proxy variable of inflation expectation
cannot be estimated in the log-linear form. Thus the liquid asset





EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES OF THE DEMAND FOR LIQUID ASSETS
For the analysis in this study, liquid assets are defined as:
currency, demand deposits, savings deposits, and time deposits. Due
to data limitations, other,liquid assets such as the recently. developed
negotiable certificate of. deposits (NCD) would not be analysed. Only
a crude analysis on the demand for deposits with.deposit-taking
companies (DTC) is done and it is presented at the end of the chapter.
It should be reminded that the demand for a particular asset
would be affected, in a broad sense, by self-interest return, yields
on alternative assets, income, non-interest pecuniary returns, con-
venience costs associated with the acquisition of assets, and tastes,
etc. However, due to data limitations, only the interest rates and
the income variable have been taken into account. The same problem
occurs when dealing with demand deposits. Theoretically the implicit
interest yield for demand deposits, represented by the service charge
and convenience cost, should not be zero. However, it is regarded as
a non-interest earning asset throughout the study.
The variables used in the estimation of asset demand functions
in this study are:
CUR: Currency held by the non-bank public, quarter-average
figures, HK$ millions.
DD: Demand deposits at licensed banks, quarter-average figures,
HK$ million.
SD : Savings deposits at licensed banks, quarter-average
figures, HK$ millions.
TD : Tim.e deposits at licensed banks, quarter-average figures,
HK$ millions.
r : Interest rate on savings deposits, quarter-average figures,
S per cent per annum.
r : Interest rate on twelve-month time deposits with banks,
auarter-average figures, per cent per annum.
r : Interest rate on Eurodollar deposits, average of seven
PU.
days5 call and one-month deposit rate, quarter-average
figures, per cent per annum.
y . : Official expenditure-based estimates of quarterly gross
domestic product at 1973 constant prices, HK$ millions.
P : Expenditure-based quarterly GDP deflator, per cent per
annum. (1973 = 100).
F : Three-month forward exchange rates in terms of HK$ per U.S.
dollar.
S : Spot exchange rates in terms of HK$ per U.S. dollar.






1 for the first quarter and
0, otherwise.
1 for the second quarter and
0, otherwise.
1 for the third quarter and
0, otherwise.
-Throughout the study, the asset demand equations stated In the
previous chapter are estimated using the multiple regression techniques
adjusted for serial autocorrelation. Since quarterly data are used,
seasonal dummy variables will be applied. The period studied is from
the first quarter of 1974 to the fourth quarter of 1980. This estimation
period was chosen because there were changes in the published money
2 3
series In July 1976 and January 1980. While the series between July
The adjustment for serial autocorrelation is similar to the
method of Cochrane-Orcutt.
2
Seven days' call deposits was excluded from demand deposits and
was counted as time deposits.
3
Balances due to deposit-taking companies were excluded from
bank balances as they had been.
1976 and January 1980 is the most consistent data set, subjective
adjustment is made to back date data prior to July 1976 and after
January 1980. However, further extension of the series prior to the
..-first quarter of 1974 may not be reliable.
The data employed in this study are principally obtained from
;) - V • ' 7 '' 'l J
| v-
the Monthly Digest of Statistics published by The Census and Statistics
Department of the Hong Kong Government, whereas forward rates, spot
rates and the return yield on Eurodollar deposits are collected from
the South China Morning Post.
1. Empirical Results of the Asset Demand Functions
The demand functions of the following four liquid assets:
currency, demand deposits, savings deposits and time deposits, including
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= -0.546 + 0.077 In y - 0.017 In r - 0.005 In r + 0,971 In
CUR
(2.496)b (2.045)' (0.398) (0.090) (15.51)d
+ 0.068 SI - 0.048 S2 - 0.010 S3
(6,568)a (4.410)a (1.090)
R2 = 0.998 SEE = 1.8173E-2 0 = 2.494
In both the real-adjustment and the nominal-adjustment hypotheses,
the return yield on Eurodollar deposits is excluded from the equations
because their coefficients are statistically insignificant. This is
reasonable to expect that the demand for currency is not affected by
foreign interest rates since the basic motive to hold currency is for
transaction. The same line of reasoning holds true for domestic interest
rates. While the currency demand are not significantly influenced by
the savings deposits rate, it is negatively affected by the time deposits
rate in the real-adjustment version. This means time deposits, an
Vov
interest-bearing asset, may be a weak substitute for the non-interest-
bearing asset — currency. In the two versions, the coefficient of the
income variable and the lagged dependent variable bear expected signs
Notes: Figures in parentheses are the absolute value of t-statistics.
Those marked by a, b, and c: are statistically significant at
the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
2
R , the coefficient of multiple determination, is the pro¬
portion of variation in the dependent variable which is
explained by variations in the explanatory variables. SEE
is the standard error of the observed value of the dependent
variable from its estimated value. Q is the Box-Pierce
Q-statistics used to test the serial dependence of the
residuals and it is distributed as a chi-square.
and are statistically significant. Moreover, the first quarter dummy
variables carry positive signs and their coefficients are highly
significant in both specifications since the first quarter comprises
the Lunar Mew Year in which people need cash to meet their financial claims.
With regard to the issue of substitutability, we cannot conclude
either savings deposits or time deposits are close substitutes for
4
currency. Employing the criteria suggested by Lee, who regards cross-
elasticities within the range of -0.2 to -0.5 should be treated as close
substitutability, the interest elasticities derived from the equations
do not support the hypothesis that they are good substitutes for currency.
2
After examining the coefficient of determination (R ) and the
standard error of estimate (SEE) , the. nominal-adjustment specification
seems to be superior to the real-adjustment case with higher R-square
and lower standard error of estimate. This may indicate the existence
of money illusion upon the demand for currency.
Demand Deposits
Real-adjustment version:
1.998 + 0.403 In y + 0,113 In r - 0.180 In r + 0.657 InF t
(2.625)b(2.933)a (1.057) (1.294) (4 .836)3
- 0.063 SI - 0.023 S2 - 0.055 S3
(2.114)b (1.048) (2.039)C
R = 0.9937 SEE = 4.026E-2 Q = 0.6237
4
Tong Hun Lee, Alternative Interest Rates and the Demand for
Money: Reply, American Economic Review 59 (3: 1969):412-8.
Nominal-adjustment version:
- 2.007 + 0.357 In y + 0.056 In r - 0.099 In r + 0,737 In
(2.223)b(2.111)b (0.442) (0.599) (4.301)3
- 0.040 SI - 0.007 S2 - 0.016 S3
(1.312) (0.325) (0.551)
R2 = 0.9910 SEE = 4.323E-2 Q = 0.4455
The Eurodollar deposits rate is excluded from the estimation of
the demand deposits equations for reasons similar to the estimation of
the demand for currency. Although the demand for demand deposits is
not significantly affected by domestic interest rates, namely, yields
on savings deposits and time deposits, the signs of their coefficients
may give some insights about the relationships between these assets.
' b •i;ii ;?• •
A positive interest elasticity with respect to savings deposits indicates
that demand, deposits and savings deposits may be complements, whereas
demand deposits and time deposits may be substitutes. However, weV
cannot conclude that they are close substitutes or complements to
demand deposits because the estimates of cross elasticities are quite
small and below 0.2. Moreover, they are not statistically significant.
In these two versions, both the income level and the lagged
dependent variables bear expected significant signs. The income
elasticities and the speed of adjustment are higher than that for the
currency demand. Furthermore, a significant intercept term implies
people would maintain a certain buffer amount of demand deposits to
meet their expected transaction needs. This reflects, together with
. the higher income elasticities, that demand deposits, instead of
currency, is the basic instrument of exchange.
With a higher coefficient of determination and a smaller standard9
error of estimate, the real-adjustment specification seems to be more
superior to the nominal-adjustment specification. Since demand deposits
are demanded basically for transaction needs, it is quite reasonable to




0.133 In y + 0.306 In r - 0.328 In r - 0.156 In r + 0,865 In
s t eu
(2.919)a (3,093)a (2.399)b (2.515)b (13.32)a
R - 0.9999 SEE = 4.800E-2 Q = 1.2096
Nominal-adjustment version:
0.128 In y + 0.305 In r - 0.339 In r - 0.138 In r + 0.876 In
s t eu
(3.007)a (3.375)a (2.785)b (2.564)b (14.48)3
R2 - 0.9999 SEE = 4.517E-2 Q = 0.5805
For the demand equation of savings deposits, both the real-adjustment
and the nominal-adjustment specifications bear similar results.
Nevertheless, judging from its smaller standard error of estimate,
the nominal version seems to perform better than the real version.
In estimating the savings deposits demand equations, both the
intercept term and the seasonal dummy variables are removed from the
specifications because their coefficients are statistically insignificant,
whereas no strong theoretical background supports their inclusion.
All the variables have their expected signs with income elasticities
of around 0.13 and interest elasticities with respect to domestic assets
(namely, savings and time deposits) of approximately around 0.32. The
coefficients of own-rate (that is the yield on savings deposits) variable
have an expected positive sign with a value of about 0.31. The co¬
efficients of alternative rates (that is the yield on time deposits
I •i ;
and Eurodollar deposits) variables are negative with a value of -0.33
I
jwith respect to time deposits and -0.15 with respect to Eurodollar
deposits. This indicates that savings.deposits are close substitutes
for time deposits and weak substitutes for foreign assets. Incorporating
these results with that obtained in demand functions of currency and
demand deposits, we can conclude that, while currency, demand deposits
and savings deposits are complements, they all are substitutes for
time deposits. This implies that although savings deposits are interest-
bearing, people view them as possessing transactional characteristics
as currency and demand deposits (or their aggregation, Ml). This may
be the result of low interest earnings on savings deposits. This may
also due to the fact that it is very convenient to draw down ones
savings deposits particularly after the introduction of Automatic
Tellers Machines. If the interest rate on savings deposits increases,
people will raise their savings deposits level as well as currency and
demand deposits which are non-interest-bearing but derive liquidity.
People thus allocate their assets portfolio between two asset-baskets:
one includes currency, demand deposits and savings deposits, and the
other is time deposits and foreign assets. This argument will be
further sustained by the discussion of time deposits demand equations
below.
Another worth-noting issue is the cross-interest-elasticity
against Eurodollar deposits yield. It is about one half of that against
time deposits yield implying that the impact of foreign interest rates
on savings deposits is smaller than that of domestic assets yield
the interest rates on time deposits.
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17or the time deposits demand function, the real-adjustment specificati
is superior to the nominal version. Besides the higher coefficient of
determination and the lower standard error of estimate, the estimates of
parameters in the real version are more significant than that of the
nominal-adjustment case. Since time deposits are interest-bearing
assets, it is reasonable to expect their demand behaviour to be more
compatible with the real adjustment process in that people adjust their
assets portfolio, including holdings of time deposits, subject to the
- real value attached.
it
The income elasticity is 0.12 and has the expected positive sign.
This is similar to that obtained in the savings deposits equations. The
interest elasticity on self-yield is positive, and the elasticity with
respect to savings deposits is negative. Although the absolute values
of these elasticities are lower than those obtained against savings
deposits, their signs further sustain the notion that time deposits
and savings deposits are substitutes. Moreover, while the coefficients
of the lagged dependent variables are significant with corrected signs,
the speed of adjustment, as computed from, the real-adjustment version,
is quite low with only 5.4 per cent of adjustment completed within the
first quarter. This may be the result of the constraint of time maturity
attached on time deposits itself.
On the other hand, the positive sign attached to the interest
elasticity against Eurodollar deposits is unexpected. Theoretically,
time deposits and foreign assets should be substitutes instead of
complements. This, perhaps, may attribute to the high multicollinearit]
between yields on time deposits and foreign assets. While the interest
rates on Eurodollar deposits rise, the yield on domestic time deposits
will also increase. So, it is difficult to separate their partial
effects on the demand for time deposits.
Conclusioi
The empirical results presented in this section do not give mucl
evidences to support the Gurley and Shaw hypothesis. Except for the
rinterest elasticity of savings deposits with respect to the yield on
time deposits derived from the savings deposits demand equation, all
5
other cross-elasticities do not exceed -0.2. This leads us to consider
the four liquid assets in Hong Kong, namely the currency, demand deposits,
savings deposits and time deposits are not close substitutes to each
other. Currency, demand deposits and savings deposits may be viewed
as complements, and all of them are weak substitutes for time deposits.
2- The Impact of the Price Expectation
As stated in the previous chapter, some economists have found
that the expectation on prices plays an important role in the money
demand function in LDCs. With regard to the estimation of assets demand
functions in this study, two proxy variables for the prices expectation
are tried. The first one is the past inflation rate and the second is
the forward premium (or discount) on foreign exchange. The results of




(1.272) (2.318)b (0.806) (1.346) (0.685)
(8.452)a ( 2.411) b (2.997)3 (2 .431)b
R = 0.9938 SEE = 2.352E-2 Q = 6.6609
-0.2 is the critical value suggested by Lee(1969) in order to
distinguish close substitutability.
Nominal-adjustment version:
(1.553) (1.396) (0.252 (0.209) (0.796)
(11.48)a (4.215)3 (3.012)a (0.036;
R2 = 0.9964 SEE = 2.063E-2 Q = 3.1995
Although the estimated coefficients are similar to those without
the inclusion of inflation expectation variable, and the nominal-adjustment
version continues to be the superior, the. newly obtained short-run
elasticities of currency demand with respect to inflation expectation
are unexpectedly positive and insignificant in both versions. This




13.133)a(3.267)a (0.725) (0.903) (1.049)
(3.882)a (2.100)C (1.389) (2.419)b
R = 0.9896 SEE = 4.553E-2 Q = 7.6383
Since people would reduce their assets holding balances if
predicting a price rise in the future, a negative sign should be expected
on the elasticity of asset demand with respect to the inflation expectation
variable. However, a positive relationship, as obtained, may also be
true for hyperinflation case in which people need cash to buy real goods.
Nominal-adjustment version:
(2.923)a(2.827)b (0.563) (0.696) (1.142-)
(3.587)a (1.690) (0.962) (1.543)
= 0.9866 SEE = 4.644E-2 0 = 7.1064
:| Unlike the currency demand equation, the proxy variable for inflation
expectation seems to have a better performance in demand equations of
demand deposits. The income elasticities and the interest elasticities
have become larger than those without the inclusion of the past inflation
rate. Also the real-adjustment specification still has superior per¬
formance than the nominal version. Moreover, the elasticities of demand
deposits with respect to inflation expectation now carry negative signs,
which implies that people will reduce their demand deposits balances
if expecting a future prices increase. However, whether the past
inflation rate can serve as a good proxy for inflation expectation on
the demand for demand deposits is still inconclusive because the
estimated coefficients are insignificant.
Savings Deposits
Real-adjustment version:
(3.555)a (3.547)a (2.856)b (2.831)b
(0.337) (10.97)a
R2 = 0.9999 SEE = 5.609E-2 Q = 9.3258
Nominal-ad.justment version:
(2.022)C (13.87)a
R2 = 0.9999 SEE - 4.65SE-2 Q = 4.3119
The role of the past inflation rate in the savings deposits demand
function is still inconclusive as it carries a positive elasticity in
the real version but a negative one in the nominal version. However,
if we choose the nominal version to be the model for savings deposits
demand because of its superior performance, it seems that the past
inflation rate has a slight negative impact on the demand for savings
deposits. When people foresee a future increase in price level, they
will shift their holdings of savings deposits, which hedges for inflation
poorly because ot its low interest-earnings, into other high interest-
earning-assets such as time deposits. Nevertheless, the above conclusion
1 • not strong enough because of the insignificant results.
Time Denosits
Real-adjustment version:
(2.719)°(0.759) (4.177)a (3.656)a (7.125)a
(2.346)b (9.558)a 13.626)a (1.385) (2.16 6)b
R2 = 0.9980 SEE = 2.300E-2 0 = 3.1185
Nomina1-adiustment version:
(1.907)c(1.001) 12.2031a (2.748)b (6.035)a
(2.281)b (8.638)a (4.195)a (2.896)b (0.608)
R = 0.9955 SEE = 2.565E-2' Q = 3,6612
v
The time deposits equation results with the inclusion of the past
inflation rate is different from that without the presence of inflation
proxy. Although the real-adjustment version is superior as before, the
interest elasticities are inflated while the income elasticities has
become insignificant. The positive signs attached to the elasticities
with respect to inflation expectation may imply that when people expect
a price rise in the future, they will shift their money balances into
time deposits in order to preserve their purchasing power. However,
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the above statement is inconclusive due to the inconsistent results
obtained previously. Moreover, since the yields on time deposits are
subjected to the interest agreement of the Hong Kong Association of
Banks (HKAB), time deposits are not a good aboding of value and should
therefore be classified as liquid assets or near-money which possess
some degree of moneyness. Thus the positive elasticities obtained are
unexpected although they are significant.
As a concluding remark for the first proxy for inflation expecta-
tion, i.e. the past inflation rate, we cannot conclude that the asset
demand functions in Hong Kong are significantly influenced by the past
inflation history. Most of the coefficients of past inflation rate
variables are statistically insignificant and have unexpected signs.
Moreover, except for the demand equations of time deposits, the co-
efficients of determination are lower? and the standard error of estimate
are larger compared with the equations without the proxy variable of
price expectation. All these evidences hardly drive us to conclude
that the-expectation on prices has a significant impact on these asset
demand.
The second proxy variable used for inflation expectation, i.e.
the forward premium (or discount) on foreign exchange, in the estimation
of asset demand equations produces much better results. Unlike their
precedents, the asset demand functions are not estimated in log-linear
`specifications since the logarithm of a negative value is undefined.
The estimation period covers only the first quarter of 1975 to the
7Since the estimated equations have been adjusted for serial
autocorrelati_on, the coefficient of determination may not be necessarily
increased by adding one more exogeneous variable because the raw data
have been transformed.
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fourth quarter of 1980.8 Thus the four assets demand functions will be
estimated in the form of linear equations. The empirical results are
presented in the Appendix 4.1. Apparently the forward, premium (or
discount) on foreign exchange appears to be a better proxy for price
expectations for their coefficients have corrected signs as well as
high significance. Although the proxy variable coefficient has the
wrong sign in the time deposits demand equation, it is significant only
in the nominal-adjustment specification. For the other three liquid
assets: currency, demand deposits and savings deposits, the coefficients
of other variables in the demand equations appear to be quite satisfactory
in terms of their signs and significant level. Therefore we may consider
the forward premium (or discount) on foreign exchange as a good proxy
for price expectation.
Conclusion.
From the above analysis, we find that the forward premium (or
discount) on foreign exchange serves as a better proxy for inflation
expectation. than the past inflation rate, for their coefficients have
expected negative signs. They may lead to'a new finding that the
demand for money in Hong Kong is highly affected by the fluctuation
of the foreign exchange market. While the analysis presented here
are only preliminary, the issue deserves further exploration.
3. Deposits'with Deposit-Taking Companies (DTCs)
As stated in chapter one, the commercial banking system of Hong
Kong has been strongly supplemented by a large number of deposit-taking
8Hong Kong has adopted the floating exchange rate system since
November, 1974.
companies in recent years. The rapid growth of these deposit-taking
companies initiates a keen competition with commercial banks especially
after late 1973 when the Hong Kong stock market reaches its boom. The
s s
new role of deposit-taking companies in the financial, sector of Hong
- Kong draws the attention of investors and economists. Investors now
consider deposits with deposit-taking companies as one of their invest¬
ment alternatives among other interest-earning assets. Economists
are also interested in the behaviour of the financial sector by the
introduction of one more interest-earning asset into the money market.
Since deposits with deposit-taking companies are Interest-bearing, it
may serve as a substitute for other liquid assets. However, this is
still an empirical issue and this is the objective of the study presented
below.
By studying the substitutability between DTC deposits and other
liquid assets, the demand function of DTC deposits will be specified
I
as a log-linear equation similar to other asset: demand functions. This
will facilitate the comparison among empirical results. However, duey'
to data limitations, the DTC deposits demand equation can only be
estimated by using monthly data. Both versions of the real and the
nominal adjustment specifications will be tried. Since it is a monthly
model, no income variable will enter the specification of the demand
equation because such data are not available. Moreover, the interest
yield on savings deposits will also be excluded from the equation
because the savings deposits rate is not likely to have significant
influence on the demand for DTC deposits. Besides, the impact of
inflation expectation is neglected since the variable of the past
inflation rate, the only proxy which is compatible with the log-linear
equation, is not a good proxy as the previous analysis revealed. Also,
forward premium may not affect the demand too much in the short-run.
Thus the demand equations will actually be estimated as follow: •
where DTC : Deposits with deposit-taking companies, month-end figures,
HK$ millions.
r : Interest rate on three-month DTC deposits, a proxy from the
average of yields paid by Wardley limited and Sun Hung Kai
Finance Company, month-end figures, per cent per annum.
r : Interest rate on three-month time deposits with banks,
t
month-end figures, per cent per annum.
r : Interest rate on three-month Eurodollar deposits, month-
PU r-
end fieures. Der cent oer annum.,
Po : Consumer price index B. (July 1973-June 1974 ~ 100).
and the coefficients of various variables have similar meanings as
defined before.
The DTC deposits demand equations stated above are estimated using
the multiple regression techniques adjusted for serial autocorrelation
as conducted before. However, the period studied is from the end of
1978 to the end of 1981 since no comprehensive data of yields on DTC
deposits is collected until the second half of 1978. The regression
results of the demand equations are presented below:
R e a 1 - a d j u s t me n t v e r s i o n:
(0.550) (3.257)3 (2.100)b (32.22)a
R2 =0.9938 SEE = 3.589E-2 Q = 1.0944
Nominal-adjustment version:
(0.799) (4.136)a (2.695)b (33.00)a
R2 = 0.9928 SEE = 3.573E-2 Q = 1.5680
The performance of the above estimated DTC deposits demand
equations are quite satisfactory in terms of signs and significant
level of coefficients. The own rate carries a positive coefficient
while the alternative rate carries a negative one. However, if the
yield on foreign assets is included into the equations, the interest
elasticities with respect to foreign rate bear unexpected positive
signs which may attribute to the high degree of multicollinearity
between yields on time deposits and foreign assets. In addition, both
the interest elasticities with respect to foreign rate and domestic
rate, i.e. time deposits, become insignificant. Therefore, the yield
on Eurodollar deposits, r , is excluded from equations in estimatingGLl
DTC deposits demand functions.
From the regression results, it is noted that both the real and
the nominal adjustment specifications produce similar estimates and we
can hardly tell which version is superior. Since interest elasticities
of DTC deposits with respect to time deposits are negative, the two
assets, DTC deposits and time deposits, can be viewed as substitutes.
However., as elasticities do not exceed -0.2, we can hardly conclude
that the two assets are close substitutes to each other.
For the DTC deposits demand function, the regression analysis
here has certain limitations. Firstly, the estimation period is so
short that it covers only three years. Secondly, the income variable
is excluded from, demand equations due to the employment of monthly data.
Thus, this study can only provide crude results on the demand for DTC
deposits and the issue of substitutability among liquid assets.
Conclusion
f
Along with many earlier researches, a large portion of money de-; Iwi -I
•manded in Hong Kong, as in many LDCs, may be for transaction purposes.
However, the rapid development of the financial sector in. recent years
makes the demand for liquid assets more interest elastic than before.
This means that money is being viewed as a form of financial assetsI
which may serve more as a store of value and the speculative motive of
V'
holdiiYg time deposits has become stronger.
Among the four liquid assets being discussed, currency, demand
deposits and savings.deposits are found to be complements and they are
revealed to be substitutes for time deposits and foreign assets. In
other words, when allocating their portfolio, people consider currency,
demand deposits and savings deposits as one basket, and time deposits
plus foreign assets as the other. Foreign interest rates do not play
an important role on the demand for domestic assets. Although foreign
assets are found to be substitutes for savings deposits, they have no
significant impact on the demand for other assets, i.e. currency,
demand deposits and time deposits.
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With regard to the issue of substitutability, the cross elasticities
among liquid assets are very low and we cannot conclude that they are
close substitutes to each other. This implies that the Gurley-Shaw
hypothesis should be rejected.
.There is a particular issue concerning the role of the price
expectation on the demand-for liquid assets. The past history of
inflation is not..a good proxy for measuring inflation expectation.
However, the forward. premium (or discount) on foreign exchange has
significant influence on the demand for liquid assets. The behaviour
of foreign. exchange market and its impact on assets demand are worthy
for future exploration. On the other hand, due to data limitations,




STABILITY OF ASSET DEMAND FUNCTIONS
As noted in chapter one, there are two relevant issues to be
studied: the first one involves the estimation of asset demand functions
and it has been accomplished and presented in chapters three and four,
the second one concerns the issue of the stability of these functions
and it is the objective of this chapter.
In chapter two, the importance of the issue of stability has been
discussed. In short, both policy makers and economists have been very
interested in the temporal stability of the money demand function be-
cause a stable money demand function is necessary for the implementation
of an effective monetary policy. In the previous chapter, I have found
that the.. Gurley--Shaw hypothesis should be rejected and a further as-
certainment concerning whether monetary policy is an effective tool for
the Hong Kong economy will rely on'the stability of these liquid assets
demand function.
In order to study their temporal stability, I will employ the
static forecasting procedure supplemented by the Chow test. In discussing
the issue of stability, two relevant approaches, the dynamic and the
static forecasting procedures, are adopted by economists. Many econo-
mists, including Goldfeld1 and Hamburger,2 employ the dynamic
1Stephen M. Goldfeld, The Case of the Missing Money, Brookings
Papers'on Economic Activity (3: 1976):683-730.
2Michael J. Hamburger, "Behavior of the Money Stock: Is There a
Puzzle?" Journal of Monetary Economics 3 (1977):265-88.
forecasting procedures, which fit previously forecasted values, instead
t
of actual values, into the lagged dependent variable. However, this
procedure has found to be statistically inefficient with relative to
the static forecasting procedure, which employs actual values of the
3
lagged dependent variable because forecasted values of the lagged
dependent variable are inaccurate for intervening periods and this will
4
inflate the estimated forecasting errors. Thus the stability issue
i ferred from the dynamic forecasting procedure may be misleading. The
; static approach is, therefore, adopted in this study.
1 • The. Temporal Stability of The Asset Demand Function: A Static Approach
The static forecasting procedure requires the estimated coefficients
for the period 11974—IV1976 to be reported first. Then estimates
obtained by lengthening the sample period with an increment of one
quarter will be reported. In implementing the static forecasting pro¬
cedure to the four liquid assets demand functions, both the real and
the nominal tidjustment specifications will be tried in order to determine
.ft
which version is superior with respect to their performances in in-sample
and out-of-sample fit. All equations are estimated using the multiple
regression techniques adjusted for serial autocorrelation as conducted
before„
Currencym JL-
The empirical evidences on the real-adjustment and the nominal-
adjustment versions of the demand function of currency are presented
3
The static forecasting procedure is suggested by R.W. Hater and
Scott E. Hein in The Dynamics and the Estimation of Short-Run Money
Demand, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (February 1982):ll-6.
4
For references, see Scott E. Hein, Dynamic Forecasting and the
Demand for Money, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (JuneJuly 1980):
13-23.
iii Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below. The results reveal that the speed of
i
adjustment are lower in the nominal version. Also, income elasticities
and interest elasticities are smaller in the nominal than that in the
real version. On the other hand, the nominal specification yields
smaller standard error of estimate and post-sample prediction error
indicating that the nominal-adjustment specification seems to be
superior to the real version.
The income elasticities of currency show a general declining
trend from the fourth quarter of 1976. In the second quarter of 1979
it becomes insignificant with a value of 0.038 in the real version and
-0.039 in the nominal version. Also, cross elasticities with respect
to savings deposits and time deposits drop drastically in 111979.
Furthermore, the speed of adjustment decreases after 111979 and,
interestingly enough, the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable
in the nominal version exceeds unity, which cannot derive any meaningful
interpretation of the estimates within the framework of stock-adjustment
in an«|, after 111979. In the nominal version, cross elasticities with
respect to savings deposits even bear unexpected negative signs from
111979. Moreover, the standard error of estimate and the forecasting
error sharply increase for that period indicating a worsening in-sample
and out-of-sample fit. Thus, due to the dramatic change in the estimated
regression coefficients, it seems that currency demand relationship
has been broken down in 111979 and we cannot conclude that the currency
demand function is temporally stable.
T A UT T?
CURRENCY DE UND EQUATIONS
REAT,-AD.Tr ,TMENT VERSION
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. , c Parentses are t:e absolute value of t-statistics. Those marked by a, b and c are statistically significant
at. lo, 54 and 10% level respectively.
R is the coefficient of multiple determination. SEE is Up sf-s-nAa-rA o-tt-ot-. n -un r» ~ „
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t r4 ?n Parenteses are tie absolute value of t-statistic. Those marked by a, b and c are statistically significant
at 14, 54 and 104 level respectively. J °
Demand Deposits
With respect to the demand deposits demand function, the results
of the real-adjustment and the nominal-adjustment version are presented
- in Tables 5,3 and 5.4 below.
Similar to the currency demand function, the speed of adjustment
is lower, income elasticities and interest elasticities are smaller in
the nominal version. However, the nominal specification yields larger
standard error of estimate after the fourth quarter of 1978 whereas
it has better performance in post-sample fit. We cannot conclude which
t
specification is appropriate to the demand function of demand deposits.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 do not give enough strong evidences to support
the assertion that the demand function has shifted during the sample
period. Nevertheless, several shifting points may be suggested based
on different criteria. Since the real specification yeilds smaller
standard error of estimate while inconie elasticities and the constant
term are statistically significant in and after the first quarter of
.f'r
1979, the period 11979 may be considered as a breaking point. On the
other hano, based on the large standard error of estimate and the post-
sample forecast error, three periods, the III1977, III1978, and II
1980, may also be the breaking points. Thus, no firm conclusion can
be drawn so far and the determination of breaking points must rely on
another objective criterion which will be described later. .
TABLE 5.3
DEMANI DEPOSITS DEMAND EQUATIONS
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DEMAND DEPOSITS DEMAND EQUATIONS
RF. AT .-ADJUSTMENT VERSION
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0.9937 0,622 4,026
Parenteses are absolute value of t-statistic. Those marked by a, b and c are statistically significant
at 12, 52 and 102 level respectively.
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TABLE 5.4-Continued
DEMAND DEPOSITS DEMAND EQUATIONS
NOMINAL-ADJUSTMENT VERSION
Coefficients
Sample period C In y In r In r f Ir
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t i o Prenteses ara the absolute value of t-statistic. Those marked by a, b and c are statistically significant
at 14, 50 and 104 level respectively. ' °
i Savings Depositsi
In discussing the temporal stability of the savings deposits
demand function, the empirical results of the real-adjustment and the
nominal-adjustment version are presented in Tables 5,5 and 5.6 below.
'As usual, the speed of adjustment is lower as well as income
elasticities and interest elasticities are smaller in the nominal
version. Moreover, the nominal-adjustment specification is found to
be a more- appropriate model for the savings deposits demand function
since it yields smaller standard errors of estimate and post-sample
forecast errors.
A brief observation on Tables 5.5 and 5.6 may indicate that
regression coefficients are apparently stable across the sample period
except for the period 11974-IV1976. This may suggest that the demand
function for savings deposits has broken down in 11977, Furthermore,
in terms of large standard, error of estimate and post-sample fit,
..)
IV1979 and III1980 may be considered as breaking points of the
y
. }
demand function because they incur large standard error of estimate
and post-sample static forecast error.
TABLE 5.5
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TABLE 5.5-Continued
SAVINGS DEPOSITS DEMAND EQUATIONS
REAL-ADJUSTMENT VERSION
Coefficients
Sample period In y In r Q
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TABLE 5,6-Continued
SAVINGS DEPOSITS DEMAND EQUATIONS
NOMINAL-ADJUSTMENT VERSION
Coefficients
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Lastly, the. empirical evidences of the real-adjustment andi
nominal-adjustment version of time deposits demand functions are
presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 below.
To compare the two adjustment versions, the real specification
seems to yield better performance in terms of smaller standard error
of estimate. Especially after 11979, it even incurs smaller prediction
errors than the nominal version. Besides, we also discover that the
•i-'
time deposits demand function is becoming less income elastic since
111977 while the impact of alternative interest rates is increasing.
This may reflect the rapid financial development in Hong Kong so that
a greater variety of financial instruments is offered by financial
institutions after 111977 than previous periods. Therefore the demand
for time deposits becomes more responsive to the yields on other
financial assets.
I
With regard to the issue of temporal stability, it is quite
difficult: to determine whether the time deposits demand function is
.Cut
stable simply from the observation of Tables 5.7 and 5.8. In order to
tell the demand shifting, only two shifting points may be suggested.
While regression coefficients have apparently changed for the period
11974-111979 and coefficients on the lagged dependent variable in
the nominal version exceed unity which are meaningless, the period
111979 is suspected to be a breaking point of the demand function.
For similar reason, while adjustment parameters become negative in
the real version from the period IV1979, it can also be considered
as the break down point of the demand function. However, no strong
evidence supports that the time deposits demand function is temporally
unstable and a more powerful empirical experiment is then called for.
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2. Identification of Possible Breaking Points
The major difficulty in detecting the temporal stability of the
asset demand functions is to pinpoint exactly when the shifting occurs.
In section 1, several break down points have been suggested for different
assets-demand functions based on changes in regression coefficients,
standard error of estimate and prediction error. In this section I
try to identify the break down points with another approach.
In -order to determine which is the likely point of shifting,
equations (3.14) and (3.15) will be reestimated in the first-difference
form:
whe r e is the first-difference operator.I
The first-difference specification provides useful information in
,
, V
the case of either shift in intercept or change in coefficients occurred.
For example, a once-and-for-all intercept shift in equations (3.14) and
(3.15) will appear as a one-time increment in the disturbance term of
the first-difference equations (5.1) and (5.2). Moreover, as the slope
coefficients in equations (3.14) and (3.15) changed, the first-difference
specification also will exhibit similar changes in coefficient estimates.
For a complete discussion, see R.W. Hafer and Scott E. Hein,
Investigating the shift in Money Demand: An Econometric Analysis, in
Empirical Studies of Money Demand: Proceedings of a Conference Held
at the Center for the Study of American Business, Working Paper No. 70
(Center for the Study of American Business, Washington University,
August 1981), pp. 1-28.
Therefore, whenever a shifting occurs, large residual will be revealed
6
in equations (5.1) and (5.2).
In this s tudy, equa.tions (5.1) and (5.2) are estimated using the
ordinary least squares estimation method for the full sample period
i.e. I1974-IV1980. The residuals are then plotted against time
and the large residuals outliers indicating the potential shifting
periods of demand functions are selected. Figures 5.1 to 5.4 depict
the time trends of residuals of the four liquid assets demand functions,
namely the currency, demand deposits, savings deposits and time deposits
demand f unc tions.
From Figures 5.1 to 5.4 we discover that the time trends in the
real-adjustment and the nominal-adjustment version are quite similar
to each other. Thus the periods with large residuals coincide in the
two specifications.
Based on the procedures and criteria stated above, the possible
ft
break down, points are selected as follow.
JFor the currency demand equation, two shifting points are selected.
The first one is 111977 and the second one is 111979 which has also
been identified in section 1. The first residual is positive suggesting
an upward shifting in the demand equation while the second residual is
negative suggesting a downshift in the demand function.
For the demand deposits demand equation, three separate points
are selected. They are 11977 , III1978 and. 111980 of which the last
two periods afh consistent with those found in section 1. Among the three
||a
Wifeh shifting Occurs» the increment in residual will be notice¬
able if the shifting is sufficiently large'1 relative to the variance
of the disturbances. Therefore, the large residuals in equations (5.1)
and (5.2) are examined to determine the likely points at which large
shiftings occurred.
ft
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chosen periods, the first two residuals are positive indicating upshifts
and the third one is negative representing a downshift.
For the savings deposits demand equation, two distinct periods
which conform to previous findings are discovered. The first period,
11977, carries a negative residual suggesting a downward shifting.
For the second period, IV1979, the residual is positive, denoting an
upward shifting.
Lastly, for the time deposits demand equation, only one breaking
point, 11980, is found and it is not the same as that found previously
although very close. It carries a positive residual indicating an
upward shifting.
All the possible shifting periods discovered in this section for
different assets equations are quite consistent with those found in
the previous section sustaining the hypothesis that assets demand
functions do shift at mentioned periods. However, whether the shiftings
thus occurred are statistically significant must rely on another test
the Chow test.t.'
3. Test of Structural Stability of Asset Demand Functions
In order to ascertain whether the four liquid assets demand
functions discussed are statistically stable over the full sample
period, the Chow test is employed to test different possible break
lwn points stated in the previous section.
For references, see, e.g., J„ Johnson, Econometric Methods
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp. 206-7.
Currency.. .—- - n i —
For the currency demand function, two different breaking points
are examined. They are: (1) 111977 and (2) 111979. The calculated
F-statistics are reported Table 5.9 below.
TABLE 5.9 : F-statistics for Null Hypothesis that Regression Coefficients






11974 - 11977 VS 11974 - TV1980





Note: Figures marked by (a) and (b) are statistically significant at 1%
and 5% level, respectively.
It can be seen that, since all the F-statistics are significant, the
regression coefficients are all statistically different for alternative
i
sample periods. This leads us to conclude that the demand function for
V
currency is temporally unstable for it do occur shifting in 111977 and
111979.
Demand Deposits
With regard to the demand function of demand deposits, three
alternative points are selected: (1) 11977, (2) III1978 and (3) 111980.
And, the empirical results of the hypothesis testing are presented in
Table 5.10 .
MILE 5.10 : F-s tat: is tics for Null Hypothesis that Regression Coefficients







11974 - IV1976 VS 11974 - IV1980
11974 - 111978 VS 11974 - IV1980







The insignificant F-statistics reported in Table 5.10 suggest that
the regression coefficients are not statistically different from each
other for alternative sample periods. This means the demand deposits
demand function is temporally stable over the full sample period.
Savings Deposits
For the stability of the demand' function for savings deposits,
the periods chosen for examination are: (1) 11977 and (2) IV1979.
r'
Table 5.11 below summarizes the relevant statistics.
TABLE 5.11 : F-statistics for Null Hypothesis that Regression Coefficients







11974 - IV1976 VS 11974 - IV1980





Note: Figures marked by (a) are statistically significant at 1% level.
From the above table we discover that demand functions for savings
deposits are, similar to that for currency, statistically unstable since
all the F-statistics are highly significant which strongly support the
occurrence of shifting of the demand function.
Time Deposits
Finally, for the stability of the time deposits demand function,
the Chow test will be applied on two selected possible breaking points,
(1) 111979 and (2) 11980, and the results are reported in Table 5.12.
TABLE 5.12 : F-statistics for Null Hypothesis that Regression Coefficients







11974 - I 1979 VS 11974 - IV1980 .





Note: Figure marked by (a) is statistically significant at 1% level.
With the exception of the hypothesized 111979 breaking point for the
nominal-adjustment equation, the F-st.atist.ics do not support the dif¬
ference between regression coefficients for opposing sample periods.
However, the time deposits demand function should be modelled in the
real-adjustment specification especially after 111979 because the
nominal version yields worse in-sample and out-of-sample fit after
111979 and it also has meaningless coefficients (greater than unity)
on the lagged, dependent variable.
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Therefore, the above table Suggests that the real-adjustment
specification of the time deposits demand function is relatively stable
over the full sample period.
4. Conclusion
In-discussing the issue of stability in this chapter, we cannot
draw unanimous conclusions to the four liquid assets: currency, demand
deposits, savings deposits and time deposits. Two of them, the demand
functions-for demand deposits and time deposits, are found to be temporally
stable but the demand functions for currency and savings deposits are
revealed to be statistically unstable.
These two different pictures on the stability of assets demand
functions give some difficulties to the authority in conducting monetary
policy particularily when emphasizing the control over the monetary
aggregates. In Hong Kong, the Government aggregates the currency
and demand deposits as Ml. In addition, M2 is derived as the sum of
Ml, savings deposits and time deposits. To control the monetary aggregates
means simply to control the money supply as defined in Ml or M2. However,
as found in this chapter, the demand for currency (which is included in
M1) and for savings deposits (which is included in M2) are temporally
unstable, it will. be ineffective to control monetary aggregates in the
form of M1 and M2. A study on the Appendixes 5.1 and 5.2, which depict
the time trend of the residuals of M1 and M2 obtained from regressing
M1 and M2 as equations (5.1) and (5.2) as other assets, indicates that
the underlying economic relationship of the demand for. Ml is quite stable
over the full sample period since no large residual outliers is notified.
However, it would be too cursory to conclude the controllability of Ml
because the relative stability of Ml demand may be attributed to the
dominant effect of the stable demand for demand deposits. Thus, it
will be safer for the authority to emphasize demand deposits as the
operating variable in formulating and implementing monetary policy.
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CHAPTER VI
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THE ISSUE OF
SUBSTITUTABILITY AMONG LIQUID ASSETS
The notion that whether the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis should be
accepted rests on the validity of the argument that the liabilities of
various financial institutions are close substitutes for money. If
they are not, the rapid development of those financial institutions
would not impair the implementation and the effectiveness of monetary
policy. In order to determine the substitutability among various
liabilities of financial institutions i.e. financial assets, we have
to determine whether investors view these assets as close substitutes
for money. This issue is again an empirical one.
There are many methods to test the substitutability hypothesis.
In chapter four, I have estimated the cross interest elasticities of
the demand for four types of liquid assets via the estimation of asset
demand functions. It has been found that the cross-elasticities are
in the low range that we cannot conclude close substitutability. In
this chapter, I try to study their substitutability with two alternative
approaches. The first one involves the estimation of the elasticities
of substitution by assuming a constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
utility function and the second one applies the concepts of weighted
monetary aggregates to test the degree of moneyness of different liquid
97
assets. Although these two methods are seldom used by monetary econo-
mists., the results presented in this chapter may serve as supplementary
to our findings.
1. Estimation of the Elasticities of Substitution
In order to ascertain whether investors regard various liquid
assets as substitutes for money, we should have knowledge about the
shape of investors' indifference curves for money and other liquid
assets. Therefore a utility function must be applied for generating
a variety of consumer indifference curves so that we can estimate
directly the elasticity of substitution between money and other liquid
assets. For simplicity, the constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
utility function is employed.1
With a two-asset model, suppose M is the non-interest earning asset,
say, the currency, demand deposits or their aggregate, Ml, and T is the
interest earning assets, e.g. time deposits. In other words, M can be
denoted as money and T, other liquid assets. Following the new approach
2
to consumer theory developed by Lancaster, we assume that both money and
other liquid assets offer similar characteristics, such as liquidity
and/or store of value, to investors. Thus, investors will choose their
In the context'of neoclassical economic theory, the constant
elasticity of substitution production function developed by Arrow,
Chenery, Minhas and Solow is used to study the degree of substitution
between factors of production, specifically capital and labor. Never-
theless, Chetty applies it as a utility function in order to study the
substitution between money. and other liquid assets see V.K. Chetty,
On Measuring the Nearness of Near-Moneys, American Economic Review
59 (1969):270-81.
2K. J. Lancaster, A New Approach to Consumer Theory, Journal of
Political Economy 74 (1966):132-57.
optimal allocation of assets between money and other interest earning
assets so as to maximize their utility subject to their budget constrain








Figure 6.1 : Utility Maximization
t
Suppose U, i = 1,2 denote the indifference curves between M and T,
the CE utility function of investors can be written as:
(6.1)
where M and T represent money holdings and money value of time deposits
in the next period respectively. p, 3, 32 are parameters. Let Mq be
the cash holdings endowment of investors that allocating them between M
and T. If T represents the money value of time deposits in the next
period and if r is the interest yield on time deposits at current period,
the budget constraint of investors (as shown in Figure 6.1) should be:
(6.2)
The slope of the budget Liu - and its absolute value can be
viewed as the ratio of the prices of time deposits to money.
In order to maximize the utility function (b.i) subject to the





where X is the Lagrangian multiplier. Dividing (6.3) by (6.4) we have
(6.6)
Since tlie above condition can be rewritten as:
(6.7)
If we take logaritlims on both sides of the equation (6.7), adding
a disturbance term (u), and rearranging terms, we will have the
egression model as:
(6.8)
Estimating model (6.8) with the least squares method, we can estimate
the intercept term and the coefficient. The latter, l(H-p), represents
3
the elasticity of substitution between money and time deposits. Thus,
the question whether any particular asset is a substitute for money can
be answered.
The model described above is a simple two-asset model which only
considers the substitution between two assets. However, there are
more than two financial assets in the market that investors may substitute
money for other interest-earning assets instead of, say, time deposits.
Therefore, a general model which includes more than two assets may be
applied to study the substitution relationship among various financial
assets simultaneously.
4
The generalized CES utility function can be expressed as:
(6.9)
and the budget constraint is given by:
(6.10)
where n are the various assets and the r's are their
yields respectively.
3
The definition of the elasticity of substitution can be referenced
in J. M. Henderson and R. E. Quandt. Microeconomic Theory: A Mathematical
Approach 3rd edition, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1980), p. 73.
4
The generalized CES function applied in this section is developed
by Mukerjee, Dhrymes and Kurz; see V. Mukerjee, A Generalized S.M.A.C.
Function with Constant Ratios of Elasticity of Substitution, Review of
Economic Studies 30 (1963) : 2.33-6; and, P. J. Dhrymes and M. Kurz,
Technology and Scale in Electricity Generation, Economica 32 (1964):
287-315.
Maximizing the utility function (6.9) subject to the budget constraint
(6.10), we have the following first order condition:
(6.11)
(6.12)
Dividing (6.11) by (6.12) and manipulating as in the two-asset case,
we can derive the following regression equation:
In (6.13)
The above equation can be regressed with least squares method and the
estimates of the parameters p and p_ will be obtained from the estimated
coefficients and intercept term. Although the elasticity of substitution
may not be directly obtained, it can be computed from the definition
(6.14)
This is the Hicks-Allen direct partial elasticity of substitution and
5
it can be simplified as :
(6.15)
5
For references of the simplification of the H-A direct partial
elasticity of substitution, see P. J. Dhrymes and M. Kurz, Technology
and Scale in Electricity Generation, Econometrica 32 (1964), pp. 289-91.
Thus the elasticities of substitution between money and other liquid assets
may be calculated by using expression (6.15) and the problem of whether
any particular asset is a substitute for money can then be solved.
Empirical Evidence
As discussed in previous chapters, the four liquid assets being
studied are: currency, demand deposits, savings deposits and time deposits.
In the two-asset model, as in regressing the equation (6.8), the symbol
M which represents the non-interest earning assets will include the
currency, demand deposits and, their aggregation, Ml, separately. The
symbol T which represents the interest earning assets will include the
savings deposits and time deposits, alternatively. The data and
symbols being used in this section will be the same as in chapter four.
Also, equations are estimated using the multiple regression techniques
adjusted for serial autocorrelation.
For the two-asset model case, the1 regression results of estimating













Equations (6.16)-(6.21) study the substitution relationship between
currency, demand deposits, and Ml against savings deposits and time deposits,
respectively. However, as noted in early findings, savings deposits can
be viewed as possessing characteristics as Ml and we may be interested
in the substitution relationship between savings deposits and time deposits.
By doing this, we may treat savings deposits as the Ml in equation (6.8)
and regress it against time deposits. The resulting equation is:
(6.22)
SEE = 0.084
The e las tic i. Lies of substitution between alternative liquid
assets and their respective estimated substitution parameters, rho (p),
are summarized in Table 6.1 below.





























From equations (6.16) to (6.18) we observe that the elasticities
v. c substitution between savings deposits and other liquid assets, namely
the currency, demand deposits and Ml, is not significantly different
from zero. Hence we cannot suppose savings deposits to be close
substitutes for other assets. This result do not contradict to our
earlier findings that savings deposits is not substitutes but comple¬
ments to currency and demand deposits. The complementary relationship
between savings deposits and Ml may find further empirical support
later when discussing the general model case.
Conversely, the substitution relationships between time deposits
and other liquid assets, including savings deposits, are found in
equations (6.19) to (6.22). Except for the demand deposits, the
elasticities of substitution between time deposits and other liquid
assets are statistically significant of which time deposits and
savings deposits are revealed to have the strongest substitution
relationship as before.
In the general case of applying the generalized CES utility
function, the equation (6.13) will be regressed on M and T . As i
the two-asset case, M denotes currency, demand deposits, and Ml,
respectively. But, TM denotes two assets, namely as savings
deposits and T0 as time deposits.
Defining M as currency, the results of regressing the equation
(6.13) are:




The partial elasticities of substitution between currency and savings
deposits as well as time deposits at their mean value are calculated
by using expression (6.15) and the results are as follows:
9Alternatively, if M represents demand deposits, the regression results





and the partial elasticities of substitution between demand deposits
and savings deposits as well as time deposits are calculated as:
»
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The calculated partial elasticities of substitution between Ml and SD,
Ti) are reported as:
The above analysis of the general model which includes three liquid
assets in the generalized CES utility function also displays that time
deposits are substitutes for currency, demand deposits and Ml. However,
the negative elasticities of substitution between savings deposits and
currency, demand deposits, Ml are obtained. This may suggest that savings
deposits are complements, instead of substitutes, to currency, demand
deposits, and Ml as found in the cross interest elasticities analysis.
It should be noted that the elasticity of substitution derived in
this section cannot be directly comparable to the conventional cross
interest elasticity. However, for the simple two-asset case, Feige and
Pearce suggest a possible equation which studies the relationship among
6




where : elasticity of substitution between money (M) and alternative
sssst (T)•
cross interest elasticity of money.
6
E. L. Feige and D. K. Pearce, The Substitutability of Money and
Near-Monies: A Survey of Time-Series Evidence, Journal of Economic
Literature 15 (1977), page 460.
own interest elasticity for T.
return on T.
A ving the value of the own interest elasticities of savings deposits
and time deposits as found in earlier studies, i.e. n - 0.305,
1 SD,r
s
n = 0.183, r = 0.0424, and r = 0.0698, we can compute the implied
TD,r s t
t
cross interest elasticities corresponding to the respective elasticities
of substitution presented in Table 6.1. Table 6.2 lists the computed
results.
TAJBLE 6.2 : Implied Cross Interest Elasticities


































It can be seen from Table 6.2 that, within the context of the two-
asset model, the large elasticities of substitution obtained in this
section are consistent with the low cross elasticities found in chapter
four. Also the empirical results support our earlier findings that the
savings deposits are complements to currency and demand deposits while
the time deposits are found being weak substitutes for other liquid
assets including savings deposits.
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As a concluding remark, the first alternative. approach adopted
in this section which involves the estimation of the elasticity of
substitution through the CES utility function produces si.milar results
as the conventional cross interest elasticities approach.
2. Application of the Weighted Monetary Aggregates
It should be noted that the simple monetary aggregates, i.e. Ml,
M2, and M3, presently adopted by the authority have strong implication
toward the degree of moneyness of their financial assets component.
They imply that each dollar of each asset component serves as money
with the same degree. The simple monetary aggregates are just simply
the summations of the total stocks of various financial assets. In
Hong Kong, Ml is the sum of currency and demand deposits, M2 is defined
as Ml plus savings deposits and time deposits, and M3 is defined as M2
plus the deposits with deposit-taking companies. The main feature of
these aggregates is that the stock of-each asset being included in a
given aggregates carries equal and unchanged weights, namely unity.
This is a simple and convenient aggregation technique with strong
appeal to the authority, but it raises problems regarding the analytical
usefulness of these aggregates.
When Ml is commonly accepted as the money, whether any additional
liquid assets serve as money'as Ml to the same degree is of particular
interest. For one thing, a given financial asset may serve its holder
for more than one purpose. While savings deposits, for example, provide
temporary abode of purchasing power, they also produce interest income
for its holder. This means any particular assets, such as savings
deposits, may serve partly as money and partly as something else.
There is no reason to include or exclude the entire stock of any
financial assets outstanding into the aggregation. Thus a weight
between zero and unity, which represents the degree of moneyness,
should be attached to each asset category. Moreover, like all other
social phenomena, the degree of how a given asset functioning as money
is continuously changing. Therefore, what we need is to determine the
degree of moneyness of a particular asset in a particular point of time.
Kane has developed a general framework for the weighted aggregation
of monetary variables. He first defines the money balance held by the
j individual economic unit as:
(6.30)
where a.. represents the dollar amount of asset i held by unit j and
ij
w.. is the weight which lies in the range between zero and unity and it
3
is also the proportion of asset i regarded by unit j as serving the
money function. The weighted money stock aggregate can then be obtained
1
by summing up all the economic units, say P, in the economy:
(6.31)
where A. is the total dollar amount of asset i outstanding and W. is
1 p 1
the aggregated weight for asset i that Although Kane
J
does not provide empirical evidences, it is understandable that the
aggregated weights are different among liquid assets and are subject
to variations over time.
7
E.J. Kane, Money as a Weighted Aggregate, Zeitschriftfur
Nat'ionalokonomie (September 1964): 222-7.
p
A few economists have tried to estimate these aggregated weights
in order to determine the moneyness of different assets as an alternative
of studying their substitutability. Unlike the framework detailed by
Kane, all the empirical studies are based on the correlation of the
monetary variable with the income variable because money is of interest
to economists and policy makers since its changes may affect some basic
economic variables, especially the national income; therefore an appro¬
priate money definition will produce high correlation between money and
national income. Following the same line of reasoning, I will estimate
the following first difference equation with time series data:
(6.32)
where Y denotes the current money income, all other symbols are defined
as before and a, b, c are the parameters. Equation (6.32) can be
reformulated as:
(6.33)
If sayings deposits and time deposits have some degree of moneyness, thei %
ratios ba and ca would be greater than zero but less than one. If they
equal unity, for instance, the two assets may be said serving as money as
the same degree of Ml does. Moreover, if the ratios approach unity (zero),
we may regard the assets as good (weak) substitutes for Ml, i.e. money.
Equation (6.32) is estimated with least squares method over five
different year-end periods in order to study the moneyness of savings
deposits and time deposits as well as their changes over time. Table 6.3
lists the empirical results and the related ratios.
8
JFor references, see R. Elliott, Savings Deposits as Money, un¬
published Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1964; R.Il. Timberlake
and J. Fortson, Time Deposits in the Definition of Money, American
Economic Review 57 (1967):190-4; G.S. Laumas, The Degree of Moneyness
of Savings Deposits, American Economic Review 58 (1968):501-3.
fTABLE 6.3 : Aggregated Weights for Savings Deposits and Time Deposits































Although most of the coefficients presented in Table 6.3 are not
statistically significant, we discover some interesting features
from the table. Firstly, most of coefficients, except one, carry
expected positive signs indicating that both savings deposits and time
deposits may have some degree of moneyness over time. In other words,
they may be treated as substitutes for money. Secondly, the time trend
of the aggregated weights for time deposits, representing by the ratio1
ca, is decreasing over time and ca even carries an negative sign forA-
the period 11974-IV1980. This leads us to conclude that the degree
of time deposits functioning as money is decreasing over time or we may
say that the substitutability between money and time deposits is declin¬
ing. They even cannot be viewed as substitutes by the end of 1980. This
is consistent with what we have found about the declining cross interest
elasticities of currency and demand deposits against time deposits rates
from Table 5.1 to Table 5.4 when discussing the temporal stability of
the demand functions for currency and demand deposits. On the other hand,
savings deposits have better performance in the role of serving as money.
Its aggregated weights decline from 1976 to 1978 but increase in the
following years. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 indicate that the cross interest
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elasticities of demand deposits against savings deposits rata are
negative and decline during the periods 1976 to 1978. This suggests
that, although savings deposits are still functioning as money as shown
in Table 6.3, its relationship with demand deposits has changed from
substitutes to complements since 1978.
3. Conclusion
In this chapter, I try to study the substitutability among liquid
assets by-applying two other different approaches instead of the
conventional cross interest elasticities approach. Both of the two
approaches are seldom employed by monetary economists due to, probably,
their immaturity in development. However, they serve as good alternatives
to support what we have found in the conventional approach. Therefore,
although certain empirical results of these two methods obtained in this
chapter are not very satisfactory, they produce some useful insights
which support earlier findings. The relatively large elasticities of
substitution obtained in section 1 are found to be consistent with low
cross interest elasticities indicating that different liquid assets are
not close substitutes for money. Of which savings deposits are revealed
to be complements to. currency and. demand deposits, or M1 while time
deposits can only be regarded as weak substitutes for them. These results
are quite in line with-those discovered in the study of cross elasticities.
Furthermore, in section 2 we find that changes in the degree of' moneyness
of time-deposits over time are consistent with changes in its cross
elasticities of currency as well as demand deposits in the temporal
stability study. The declining aggregated weights of time deposits also
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points out that time deposits are not good substitutes for money.
Moreover, the trend of aggregated weights of savings deposits further
supports the results obtained in temporal stability studies that the
relationship between savings deposits and money, so defined, has shift tecl




In the process of economic development, Hong Kong has faced the
problem of rapid growth in the money supply and persistently high
inflation rates in recent years. Apart from the existing regulatory
pitfalls, these problems can also be attributed to the rapid develop-
ment of various financial institutions with a subsequent credit explosion
in Hong Kong. In particular, the emergence of deposit-taking companies
(DTCs) and their influences on the financial market have received much
attention from the authority such that a separate department, Commissioner
of Deposit-Taking Companies, was established in 1976. Moreover, the
government is also experimenting potential instruments to control the
money supply in order to slow down the pace of inflation and to support
the weakening Hong Kong dollar. Most probably, such experiments will.
ti,e expected to be continuously pursued by the authority in the near
future.
Concerning the effectiveness of monetary policy, Gurley and Shaw
have suggested an untested hypothesis that if alternative financial
assets are close substitutes to each other, the effectiveness of
monetary policy will be impaired. In addition, it is well known that
the prerequisite of an effective monetary policy is the existence of a
stable money demand function. Thus the effectiveness of the monetary
policy relies on the validity of two hypotheses. First, various
116
financial assets are not close substitutes to each other and second,
the demand function for money or their liquid assets component, are
stable.
In chapter IV, I try to study the substitutability among liquid
assets via the estimation of demand functions of various alternative
assets. Their substitutability are found to be very low such that we
cannot treat these assets, except for savings deposits and time deposits,
as close substitutes to each other. Four liquid assets, namely, currency,
demand deposits, savings deposits and time deposits, are studied and the
impact of foreign interest rates and inflation expectation on assets
demand are also examined. Further, a preliminary investigation about
the demand for deposits with deposit-taking companies is also conducted.
Regarding the demand for currency and demand deposits, the income
variable is the only significant explanatory variable while alternative
yields on other liquid assets are not significant. This means the
demand for currency and demand deposits in Hong Kong are basically for
transaction motive. Besides, savings deposits are found to be comple-
ments, instead of substitutes, to currency and demand deposits. With
regard to time deposits, although they are shown to be good substitutes
for savings deposits, we can hardly detect the close substitution
relationships between time deposits and currency, demand deposits, or
even foreign assets. Similarly, foreign assets are revealed to be
substitutes for savings deposits too but they do not have any signi-
ficant impact on the demand for currency, demand deposits and time
deposits. In addition, deposits with deposit-taking companies, a
recently developed financial assets, do not shown up to be a good
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substitute for the conventional. interest-earning assets, i.e. time
deposits. All these empirical evidences support the hypothesis that
the alternative liquid assets are not close substitutes to each other
and, then, the Curley-Shaw proposition should be rejected.
The empirical findings about the substitutability among alterna-
tive liquid assets receive further support in chapter VI. In the study
of the elasticities of substitution, savings deposits appear to be
complement to currency and demand deposits while time deposits can only
be concluded as a weak substitute for other liquid assets.
An interesting issue concerns the role of forward premium (or
discount) on foreign exchange on the demand for liquid assets. While
the expectations on inflation are believed to have significant impact
on the demand for liquid assets in less developed countries (LDCs) such
as Hong Kong, the variable of forward premium (or discount) on foreign
change appears to be a better proxy for inflation expectation than
the past inflation rates under the sample period surveyed. This pheno-
menon may indicate the significance of the foreign exchange fluctuation
to the demand for liquid assets and the issue deserves further exploration.
In chapter V, two different'approaches for testing the stability
of various assets demand functions are conducted. Together with the
commonly adopted Chow-test, the static forecasting procedure is employed.
It also provides valuable information about. changes in cross interest
elasticities over time between currency, demand deposits and savings
deposits as well as time deposits. The cross interest elasticities of
demand deposits against savings deposits yields are negative and de-
clining from 1976 to 1978 and since then has become positive and
increased. Nevertheless, the cross elasticities of currency and
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demand deposits against time deposits yeilds are consistently negative
but have decreased since 1976. These results have received further
support also in chapter VI when studying the aggregated weights of the
moneyness of savings deposits and time deposits. The findings imply
that, first, the relationship between savings deposits and demand deposits
has changed from substitutes to complements in due course and, second,
the substitutability between time deposits and M1 is declining over
time such that they can only be regarded as weak substitutes. The
results obtained above are expected. Since the financial sector in
Hong Kong has developed rapidly in recent years, especially after 1978,
the nature of many liquid assets are changed. For savings deposits,
although they are interest-bearing assets, their yields are becoming
too low that the increasing large interest differential against other
assets may make people regard savings deposits as other non-interest-
'bearing assets, i.e. currency and demand deposits. Therefore their
substitution relationships have shifted to become complements, instead.
The weakening substitutability between time deposits and money may
attribute to the rapid financial innovation in the market. Since the
speculative motive of holding money has increased, there are wider
variety of investment opportunities other than time deposits opened
to individuals and thus the moneyness of time deposits decreases.
With regard to the temporal stability of assets demand functions,
two different pictures are drawn. The demand for demand deposits and
time deposits are revealed stable.while conversely the demand for
currency and savings deposits are discovered to be temporally unstable.
Moreover,. the break down periods of two demand functions are nearly the
same that both shiftings occurred in the first half of 1977 and during
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1979. This may imply the injection of some exogenous factors into the
market so as to affect the transaction demand of money, at least on the
demand for currency and savings deposits, during the rapid development
of the Hong Kong financial market and probably these factors are related
to some innovations in financial instruments.
The instability of the demand for currency and savings deposits
induces difficulties in conducting monetary policy because the currency
stock is included in M1 and, in addition, M2 consists savings deposits.
Therefore, although various liquid assets are not revealed as good
substitutes to each other, the unstable money demand function will
also retard the formulation and implementation of monetary policy.
One possible way to solve the problem, in dealing with the un-
stable money demand function, is to narrow down the operational
monetary aggregates. Since Ml is revealed to be relatively stable
over the sample period, it may be an operational variable. Or, we
just use demand deposits as the operating variable for they have the
most stable demand function. However, using M1 as the target variable
must be cautious because it consists an unstable demand element, the
currency. Therefore using demand deposits is likely to be more reli-
able. On the other hand, to emphasize demand deposits does not draw
much significance to the effectiveness of monetary policy because its
relative share to the monetary base is continuously decreasing. With
regard. to M2, the relative share of demand deposits declined from 20.41%
in 1978 to 12.79% in 1981. Relative to M3 it decreased from 17.64% to
8.48%. Since an effective monetary policy calls for an monetary
aggregates which can effectively reflect the liquidity environment of
the economy, to simply choose demand deposits as the operating variable
does not seem to be satisfactory.
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Perhaps it is too demanding to ask for a stable money demand
function in a complex world of financial instituions like Hong Kong
which is subject to continuous changes. For similar reasons, some of
the results produced in this study may not be satisfactory. During
the sample period, from 1974 to 1980, the Hong Kong financial market
has undergone rapid and tremendous changes especially after 1978.
These limitations may result in obtaining certain unsatisfactory
statistics throughout the study. In the past few years, many financial
innovations have occurred such that the characteristics of some liquid
assets are then changed. The emergence of automatic teller machines,
for example, has undoubtedly increased the transactional demand for
savings deposits of individuals. That is, the degree of moneyness of
savings deposits has increased. In other words, people are now more
willing to store their balances in the form of savings deposits instead
of currency and demand deposits which are non-interest-bearing. This
maj be the probable result of the trend of financial innovations in
the near-future that most of the expenses can be matched by savings
deposits. In that case, the demand function savings deposits will
be expected to be more stable than we obtained. The demand function of
demand deposits as well as currency will also become more unstable
especially when people need cash only for miscellaneous expenses.
Moreover, the increasing popularity and variety of negotiable certificate
of deposits may reduce the demand for time deposits further such that
the demand for time deposits would become more unstable than it is.
To put it in a nutshell, we can hardly expect the existence of stable
demand functions of liquid assets over time in a complex and ever
changing financial market, as is the case of Hong-Kong.
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Nominal-adjustment version:
R2 = 0.9952 SEE = 4.2586 Q = 4.0158
NOTE: Figures in parentheses are the absolute value of t-statistic.
Those marked by a, b and c are statistically significant at 1%, 5% and
10% level respectively.
2
R is the coefficient of multiple determination, SEE is the
standard error; and Q is the Box-Pierce Q~statistic.
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